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LIBRARY
NOTICE TO THE PROPERTY OWNERS
Every spring you receive an inventory to be filled out and returned to
the Selectmen by April 15th. These inventories are mailed prior to
March 25th.
The 1977 General Court passed RSA 74:7A making it mandatory that
the inventory be filled out and returned by April 15th each year In
1981, the legislative body passed a law, RSA 74:4A, stating that by
vote of the Board of Selectmen, they may elect to do away with the
filing of the inventories annually. The Newmarket Board of Selectmen
elected to continue having the inventories filed annually and therefore
in order to get the exemptions (elderly and/or veterans), you must file.
The penalty for failure to comply shall be one percent (1%) of the
property tax bill. In no case will the penalty be less than ten dollars
($10.00) or more than fifty dollars ($50.00).
The penalty will be added to the current year's tax bill and becomes
part of the tax.
PLEASE NOTE: These forms are very important and must be
completely filled out and signed in the proper
places, otherwise, you will be liable for the penalty.








We, the Newmarket Board of Selectmen, proudly dedicate the
1985 Newmarket Town Report to George Hauschel.
Greorge has served the community in many positions over the
years including Animal Control Officer, Health Officer, Civil
Defense Director, Selectman, Budget Committee Member, Volun-
teer Fireman, and Special Police Officer. He has also served on
various special advisory committees. His latest accomplishment
is to form the Animal Control Association to help fund animal
control activities. George has always served with distinction, but
most of all he will be remembered for his unbounded enthusiasm.
George, we join with all the citizens of Newmarket in saying
THANK YOU, and in wishing you many happy, healthy years
to come.
Sincerely,
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Shane Estes* March 1986
SELECTMEN
Jo Anne Hauschel* March 1986
Albert Caswell, Jr.* March 1987
Ronald S. Coker* March 1988
TOWN CLERK
Eileen A. Szeliga* March 1988
Cary Flaherty** March 1988
TAX COLLECTOR
Eileen A. Szeliga* March 1988
Judith M. Harvey** March 1988
TRESAURER
Johanne M. Hayes* March 1986
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Richard Schanda* March 1986
Priscilla McComb-Shaw* March 1988
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUND
John B. Carpenter* March 1986
Kathryn C. Smith* March 1987
Roy E. Kent* March 1988
CHIEF OF POLICE




Wilfred L. Beaulieu** December 1990
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
Ronald M. Bloom** Permanent
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF
Richard Bulter** December 1987
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF
Robert Pratt** December 1986
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Candice Jarosz, Clerk* March 1986
John Albright* March 1986
Edward Wojnowski** March 1986
Patti Blanchette* March 1987
Edward Thorne** March 1987
Ronald Hayes** March 1987
Richard Wilson* March 1988
Priscilla McComb-Shaw* March 1988
William H. Inman* March 1988
Albert Caswell, Jr., Selectmens Representative
Scott Weitzell, School Board Representative
FAIR HEARING AUTHORITY
W. David Halloran** December 1987
Stell Cilley** December 1987
Timothy Russell** December 1987
ALTERNATE




Jo Anne Hauschel** March 1986
WATER COMMISSIONERS
Eldon Bender** January 1987
Walter Evoy** January 1987
Stanley Pitman, Clerk** January 1987
Gary House** January 1988
Sandra Bailey** January 1988
January 1989




Mario Zocchi** December 1988
Frank Schanda** December 1989
Nancy Sosnoski** December 1990
SEWER COMMISSIONERS
Walter P. Schultz* March 1986
John W. Ward* March 1987
Nicholas Zuk* March 1988
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Albion Dole III** December 1986
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICERS
Jeffrey Simes** December 1986
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
•
Wilfred G. Laporte** December 1986
Lola Tourigny** December 1987
Isabel Donovan* December 1988






John Harvey** December 1986
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Leslie Smith, Director** Permanent
Geralrd Pelletier** December 1986
Roger Harvey** December 1986
Sandra Allen** December 1987
Donat St. Hilaire** December 1987
Jackie House** December 1987
Brands Cavanaugh** December 1988
Stephen Duffy** December 1989
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Steve Clark** March 1986
Gary House, Chairman** March 1986
John Cavanaugh** March 1987
Ronald Grant** March 1987
Stanley Cilley** March 1988
Stephen Duffy** March 1990
STRAFFORD REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Elizebeth Popov** March 1988
Sandra Allen** March 1988
MOSQUITO CONTROL
Elmer Bailey** March 1986
William Bernier** March 1986
HEALTH OFFICER




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Ray Bernard March 1986
Steve Cinfo** March 1987
Elenor McCormick** March 1988
Edward Huminick** March 1989
Gregory Norris 1990
(ALTERNATES)
Mary Bender** October 1988
Victoria Bogarz** October 1988
Michael A. Martin** December 1988
PLANNING BOARD
Carol Ross** March 1986
EHzebeth Popov* March 1986
Clifford N. Abbott* March 1987
Clarence "Bud" Hodson* March 1987
A. Dickson Smith (Alternate)** March 1987
Arthur Heussler** March 1987
Daphne Fortiades** March 1988
Jo Anne Hauschel, Selectmens Representative
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Walter Cheney Catherine Burgess Elizebeth Popov
Jack Albright Priscilla McComb- Dan Fortier




REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
TO THE CITIZENS OF THE
TOWN OF NEWMARKET, NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Board of Selectmen submits its Annual Report
for the Fiscal Year Ending
December 31, 1985
INVENTORY APRIL 1, 1985
1984 1985
Land $ 35,862,125.00 $ 37,698,925.00
Buildings 49,186,900.00 56,095,600.00
Factory Buildings 2,692,200.00 3,585,900.00
Mobile Homes 924,100.00 983,100.00
Trailers 1,280.710.00 1,386,110.00
Electric Plants 1,785,000.00 1,785,000.00
Extra Buildings 152,610.00 151,610.00
Hydrants 60,400.00 60,400.00
Commercial Buildings 16,807,675.00 17,336,675.00
TOTAL VALUATION $108,751,720.00 $119,083,320.00
before exemptions allowed
LESS
Blind Exemptions -30,000.00 -30,000.00
Elderly Exemptions -228,800.00 -195,000.00
Physically Handicapped 0.00 -374.00
Current Use -6,295,560.00 -6,320,600.00
Net Valuation for Tax Rate .. $102,197,360.00 $112,525,846.00
1984 TAX RATE $21.74/THOUSAND





This last year has been a very busy one in all facets of town
government as we have tried to cope with the increased service
demands of a rapidly growing community experiencing "grow-
ing pains."
In December we signed the Town's first union contract with
AFSCME. We worked to keep cost reasonable to the Town while
compensating the employees fairly. There was given and take on
both sides. In 1986 the Town must complete a wage and pay
classification study before negotiations commence. We are hope-
ful this can be completed with the union in a timely fashion so
that no special town meetings are necessitated.
Additional office space was created in the Town Hall this past
year. Although we regretted losing some of the Main Hall space,
it was absolutely necessary to add to the existing offices.
We hired our first administrative assistant in September. We felt
fortunate to have Catherine Burgess come on board with six
years' prior municipal government experience. It has been of
great assistance to the selectmen, departments, and the public to
have a full-time contact person.
In January we met with the state to determine requirements for
closure of the landfill. The Town's engineering firm, Kimball-
Chase, has determined there is a deep underground fire at the
landfill and a small localized area with higher than allowable
readings for several chemicals that are considered dangerous.
The fire prevents complete closure of the landfill at this time, but
immediate steps are ordered to put out the fire and find the source
ofthe chemicals. Article Three deals with borrowing to fund this
expenditure.
We have investigated the advisability ofinstituting semi-annual
tax collection. There is a warrant article dealing with this. We
feel that it is a positive action and hope you vote affirmatively on
this issue.
This year, the Town finally saw the New Road Bridge issue
resolved. This bridge was closed for a year and a half. The Public
Utilities Commission, which had ordered the Boston and Maine
14
Railroad to repair the bridge, was requested by the Town to
intervene and enforce the order. The PubHc Utilities Commission
did enforce it and the Boston and Maine Railroad appealed it.
The Superior Court upheld the PUC's order and the bridge is now
repaired.
The Waterfront ParLis now complete. We hope you take time to
enjoy this new recreational facility.
At this time we wish to thank all the individuals who have
volunteered their time, talents, and energy as unpaid public
servants on the Town's various committees, and to the dedicated
employees of our community. A special thanks to Ed Wojnowski









ADJUSTMENTS 2? 758* 32
T*0*S. 4? 024* 96
yi:ND{ji';:s Forv t.g.e*
F-'AYr<GLL 14. 024* 24
CARF<I-PLODZIK- SANDERSOf^ 9!- 460* 00
D I G I T AL EQU 1 P * VXiRP :i. r 220 1
9
NH CITYSiTOWN CLERKS ASSGC* :l.2*00
N * H ASSOC * OF ASSESS 1 NG OFF 1. 20*00
PETTY CASH 295*47
NH MUNICIPAL ASSGC* 4^721*23
BROWN&SALTMARSHylNC 1.37*45




TOM-RAY OFFICE SUPPLY? INC 32*65
YANKEE BUSINESS FORMS 2 r 613* 46
EDWARD H*QUIMBYy CO* INC* 466*06
LAMPREY RIVER NOMINEE TRUST 240*00
EQUITY PUBLISHING CORP* 98*45
WHEELER&CLARK 212*80
PORTSMOUTH HERALD 147*00
NH TAX COLLECTOR'S ASSOC* 25*00
TRANSCRIPT 17*75
US POST OFFICE 2 r 350* 42
AMSTERDAM-PRINTING I.ITHO CORP* 159*92
FOSTER ^S DAILY DEMOCRAT 141*30
JEANNE F I LI ON 23*70
NE ASSOC* OF CITY % TOWN CLERKS 10*00
WILLIAMS COMM SERVICES 221*50
J *B* CARPENTER % SONy INC* 50*00
GARY B FLAHERTY 16*80
PITNEY BOWES 4*00
16
SABER TECH RT * :l 2 r 1 89 00
I"' S N l"l
:l. 7 6 -^
NHhA HEALTH INS^TRU* PG BOX 6:17 730*00
NMKT COMMUNITY DEUELGPMEN I ^^.A6
NHMA 90,00
CENTER OF NH HOLIDAY INN 179,76
ROSS EXPRESS? INC, 31,50
JOHN l^AN DORR? Ill 417,50
EDDIE'S SERUICE STATluNyINC 10,00
THE OFFICE MANAGER INC, 8^6,03
TOWN OF DURHAM 15,80
QUILL»INC, 25,90
U,N,H, THOMPSON HALL 519,36
CATHERINE BURGESS lr051,17
RON COKER 14,60
OFFTECH PG BOX 247 953,00
CM, DINING? INC, 279,36
NH RESOURCE RECGVERY ASSOC, 47,17
TREAS,rSTATE OF NH ATlNIMR, STUART 124,66
CENTER OF N,H,/ HOLIDAY i^^ 179,76
MASTIN'S CATERING 38,52
THE YANKEE PRINTER 445,20
PORTS, TELECOM CENTER 3 i> 94 5, 00
GB-6YN PROFESSIONAL ASSOC, 40,00
AMHERST EQUIP, CORP, PG BOX 183 89 4 2,25
CALENDARS 11 ,40
TRI-TOU)N PUBLISHING 8,02
C G C PG BOX :I78 4? 137,50
JOHN ALBRIGHT 26,40
STATE OF NH TREA,DPT RM 121 STATE 101,50
EILEEN SZELIGA 913,08
THE BOSTON GLOBE 507,48
SABAR TECH RT,10 BOX 431 60,50
NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEAI..TH CENTER 23,00
TAFT BUSINESS MACH, DIU, O!" OrFTECH 513,47



























ELECTION ^ REG I ST 688 SO
VENDORS FOR CEhET FRIES Z TF
PAYROLL
R*H^FILION
ROBBINS AUTO PARTS y :iNC*
sane: 1... A u r o p a r t s ? i nc 1 2 ? m a n c h f s r i;;: r
JOHN CARPENTER
(ATHRYN SMITH
'ERKINS LAWNHOWER ^ SAU SFRUICE
^OY E* KENT












CEMETERIES % TF I.* C' 7 •..f -..)
VENDORS FOR GEN* GOVT* DLDGS
PAYROLL
LAMPREY RIVER NOMINEE TRUST
i;:: c * i-i ow ar d l ock s m i r i -i
R*H*FILION
N*E*TELEPHONE
















THE OFFICE HANAGER INC* 32*23
ADKIN PLUMBING ^ HEATING SUPPLY 1:1. * IB
C*M*i:iINING» INC* 3? 500* 07
ROBERT J* 6AZBA 525*00
WENTWORTH LUMBER CO* INC* 396*82
W*A* GAZDA, JEWLER S WATCH MAKh-R 225*00
A*T* & T* CONSUMER SALES 729*26
ADJUSTMENTS 3 ? 4 :l. 9 * 6 -1
GEN* GOVT* BLDGS* 19^007*80
VENDORS FOR PROP* REAPPRAISAL
ANDREW L* BLAIS 9r065*00
JOHN E* O'DONNELL & ASSOCIATES 600*00
ADJUSTMENTS 816*00
PROP* REAPPRAISAL 8.849*00
RUN DATE 12-31-85 VENDORS FOP PLANNING
PAYROLL 200*00
PETTY CASH 772*25
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOC* 20*50
EQUITY PUBLISHING CORP* 78*00
TRANSCRIPT 23*34
FOSTER'S DAILY DEMOCRAT 15*93
N . E * TELEPHONE 203 * 64
STRAFFORD REGIONAL PLANNING COMM* 2 r 972* 00
MCNEILL X TAYLOR PROF* ASSOC* 1^044*57
CITY OF FORT COLLINS 5*00
DURHAM COPY 112*00
TRI-TOWN PUBLISHING 30*96





PLANN I N(?, 7 r 506* 68
UlINDORS FOr^ LEGAL EXF-'ilNSES
i".:d]:th Holland 298 *oo
EDWARD J* HOWArUi 5*50
MCNEILL % TAYLOr< PROE ASSOC* 7.6^2*92
ROCKINGHAh REGISTRY OV DEEDS 96,00
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY SHERIFF ^S DEPT, 15,60
LEGAL EXPENSES 8 f 058, 02
VENDORS FOR POLICE -SPECIALS
PAYROLL 1^505,00





US POST OFFICE •'^3,'^0
i • 1 C N E I L L % T A Y L \< P R (j i-- , AS S C , 1^933 , 4 A
TRI-TOUN PUBLISHING 812,65
JOHN ALBRIGHT 39,73
N F< M A N L.. A B R A N C hi E ;* /? , 65





:i.? 477? 159* 00
:L50y000*00
SCHOOL :l. y 627 y 159.00
ui:ndo!";:s for town clerk
TOWN CLERK *00





VENDORS FOR POLICE DEPARTMENT
PAYROLL
PETTY CASH
EDWARD H^QUIMBYy CO* INC*





I"' * S * N * F4 *
MOREY'S UNIFORMS
BEAULIEU'S S WIFE
2 WAY COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE r INC
BEN'S UNIFORMS? INC
NEWMARKET GETTY
ROBBINS AUTO PARTS? INC*
FREEDOM DRUG
?
SANEL AUTO PAI-^TSylNC 12? MANCHESTER
STATE OF m\
STRATHAh TIREf INC*
DENNIS W CROSS f ASSOC POEJiEnERG EQUIP





BEN'S FOTG SHOP- STUDIO
EDDIE'S SERVICE STAT I ON v INC
THE OFFICE MANAGER INC*
MCFARLAND FORD SALES INC*
NEPTUNE? INC*
WHALECO-CALLAHAN OIL
HARELLIS FRUIT I REAL ESTATE
MIKES MOTORS
m\ ASSOC* OF CHIEF 0\ POL ICE? INC*
KNAPP SHOES
LYNN PEAMEY CO*




C G C PO BOX 178




PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS 820 LAFAYETTE R
SECRETARY OF STATE
T*A*B* POLICE DISTRIB
NH LAW DIRECTORY S DAYBOOK
PORTSMOUTH DODGE
I NT OX I METERS? INC*
COMPUTER CONNECTION
LANDRY'S AUTO SALV* RFD ^2
(^T* Sc T* CONSUMER SALES
ADJUSTMENTS
62
VENDor^s i-o:- f-:i:f;;e; DEF-AiriMENT
PAYROLL 970*00
NH Fi:ET* SYSTEH--TOU)N :l 69 MANCHESTER 294*00




SMITH'S EIRE EQUIP? INC* 209*50
HARCOTTE'S MARKET 6*45
NEWMARKET GETTY 7*50
RDBBINS AUTO PARTS? INC* 237*73
SANEL AUTO PARTS? INC 129 MANCHESTER 323*70
STATE OF HH 3*00
PHILIP W* NOYES CO* 97 SOUTH ST* 1? 010* 00
ROCKINGHAM GAS CO* 73*02
N*E* BARRICADE BOX 372 424,99
COMPANY CLERK? BRIAN BEERS 317*50
WILPRED BEAULIEU 362 *7S
BUTLER ? R I CHARD 200 * 00
PRATT? ROBERT 236*06



















MALASKY ? M I CHAEL 200 * 00
CARPENTER ? JOHN 190 * 00
HETRICK ? ROBERT 190 * 00
23
.v.. J.:. .1. * ^/















CONWAY ASSOCIATES y INC
INTERSTATE EHERGENCY FIRE




T H E F F" I C E N A NA GE R
HEALTHCARE SERVICES
NF-i STATE F I RE HEN ^S
TFIE TOOL CRIB OF









































V i: N D R S [ R F- I R E. D E
F
A IV J \'E.H 1
PORTLAND GL
NEW ENGLAND ALARM CiJ
HERBERT J* F'HILBRICK
ABITRONICS




HAU A S S C G !' I-' 1 1-^ E C H 1 E. F S v ]. N C
DONAHUE BROTHERS? INC
AGGESS 47 LENAPE DRIVE
UJ* POULIN
GLIFFGRD? INC*
OSS I PEE MTN ELECTRO* t POLICE SUPPLY
INTERSTATE EhER*UNIT C/0 EXE lER FIRE
SUSAN BEAULIEU
A*T* S T* CONSUMER SALES
GORHAM FIRE EQUIP. CO 30 h STREET







E: Ii W A Fv n I -I . Q LJ I M B Y y C C 1 . 1 nc *
1^1 1 1 S T E R Li A M - F- R I N T I N G L 1 \ H (J C ij 1"/ F' .
F Q B 1 E R ' S n A ]: I... Y JJ E. M CJ C R A I"
N,E. TELEPHONE
i" >•"• I "^ * l"l
MARCOTTE^S MARKET
NEWMARKET GETTY
C: M h U ?^ j! C A T 1 N S R E. C * i ; (.; l'\ R r. H ^'




WM*H*H0LT ASSOC* y INC RADIO SHACK
R C K I N G Fi AM C UN J Y N E W S R A ! F! i v
TRI TOWN PUBLISHING








L.- '...1 1 -i o :..> 11!.:. i". •::: i ( i...
;i A r () 4

















































W l-lA L E. CG - C A L L.. A I -I A H G :i: |...
FOLEY INDUSTRIAL SUrM-'LY Cii*
DENNETT Mn; GARAGE
KAR PRGDUCTSv INC
LAWSGN PRODUCTS y INC





SEACGAST OCCUPY HEALTH CENTER
FRANKLIN PAINT CO* P*G*&OX E




BEN^S AUTO :l. I hi RON A RD.
TRI-TOUN PUBLISHING
HERBERT J* PHIL BRICK
ED BYRNES CHEUEROLET INC*
HU HETRICS



























V E N D rv s ! !;: (^ t n * e: x y- * u r- t-i i c-i ^-i w v







GEN* EXP* or HIGHWY 44 r 706* 59
VENDORS FOR TOWN ROAD AID
TOWN ROAD AID
28
TREAS ESTATE Or NJ-U ROOM :12:l. 9^000.00
HitGHWAY HLK (;:Ri^^^^ 9.000.00
u E ^^ ij R s 1 • !:; s r |^ i;;: i;;: r i... :[ (3 m ] i n 13
P*i>4N»l-U 23? 6?^* 0^1
STREET RIGHTING 23 y 674* 01





RILA PRECAST CORCRETE PROD. 202.00
JOHN lAFGLLA CO.? INC 94.50
MIDWAY EXCAUATGRS? IHC. 2? 902. 07
TOYS R^ US :l. ?4:i.0.00
CARLTON MAINTENANCE CO.? INC. 430.00
NEWMARKET SAND & GRAVEL 1? 583. 03
ADJUSTMENTS I 4 0.50
HOT TOR t DRAINAGE 15^939.54
VENDORS FOR SOLID WASTE DiSP.
LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE CO 35vS37
ADJUSTMENTS 11.932
SOLID WASTE DISP. 47.769
29
VLNDDIvS FOR GAR HAGE RlMuUAL
.AKES REGION mSRUBAl... CG* ING BG?5^5*03
GARBAGE RrMGUAL r-i 1-1 c-/ /i r.:- /••,
•/
V i:;: n d g r g i• g r i... a n
d
!•





SIRAT HAG TIRE? ING*





%:>LAGUAG I L GGK <x Sr.r r.
L..AKES REGION
KIMBALL GHAGE GO*
S [;: A G A S J €. N (3 * A G G G G *
NH FENGE GO* ? ING*
TRI-TOWN PUBLISHING
M A i... A S K Y I::! X (!; A V A T I (J N ? 1 N (' *









yENDCnS FO!'^ HUUSIN8 AUTHOR IT
HOUSING AUTHOi^i:TY













:i. 6 v; * u \)
1.45
46*00









N 4 E. TELEPHONE




ST RAT HAM TIRE















HHt-Fi:]:cAN acency?:i:nc* po box 12345 200*00
GRI SWGLD f JENNIE 100 00
THE GFEICE hANAGEF^ INC* 73*35
DUS3ETT?GAF<Y 100*00
RUBEF<T DAIGLE 100*00
MCFARLAND FORD SALES INC* VA*67
H i;;: a l.. t hi c a r e;: s e f;- v i t; e s 76*78
IjYNA HFiiD 238*00
LINDA JONES . 100*00
BARBARA STEivM^NS 50*00
SEACOAST CHAPTER ENA 35*00
COASTAL TRUCK % AUTO BODY INC* 263*00
H AH F-' T N F" 1< D • , 180*22
HARY ST ILLWELL 100*00
JAHES CHESNEY 100*00
GTTO JESPERSON NHAEHT 90*00
J*R* MURPHY LUMBER. INC* 367*25
JENNIE PAZDON 50*00
CM* DINING? INC* 586*17
NMKT* MUNICIPAL COURT 40*00
SEACOAST CHAPTER - EDNA 20*00
KING^S PUPPETEERS 684*00
MAINE BUILDING SPECIALTIES? CO 86*00
ABITRONICS 70*00
LOUIS CHANT RE 100*00
TOM STILWELL 100*00
CANDY JAROSZ ' 100*00
UINCENT JAROSZ 100*00
A*T* S T* CONSUMER SALES 65*20
NEIL DONAHUE FISCA!.. AGENT 150*00
BOUND TREE CORP* 549*75
































' i •...' * %J .1.
•1 "ya- A A





:i. 20 * 00
15*00
? A f > . d i
ANIMAL CONTROL 6r061
*




















^^ilNIKJlVS KriiV JUVENILE PLACEMEN
THE CHASE HGI^E
EXETEF^ AREA YOUTH Cil^lOU!"* HOHE:- INC
FREEMAN ASSOC*
s H E ehhy? f h :i:
n
r ^.h;: y y ib a s
s





EXETER MED* PROGRAM 10 FRONT ST
JOHN J. ALBRIGHT ATTORNEY AT LAl^'










JUVENILE PLACEMEN 13^500* 1:3
I I
'
;••. 1 fi I'i I-'
c-



























u!:ndgrs FCir;: (:i!..i.i age assist*
TREAS* STATE G! HH WEl.EAi^lE DIK^
.
3^639.20
N l-l i:iE F" T hi E- AL J H t U) !:;: I I-- A 1 ;; I • 6 ? 6 35 * 2 -^
OLD ASE ASSIST* 10 y 274* 44
UENDG1-;:S hOlx AID TO DISABLED
TREAS* STATE 01" m\ WELFAI'E DIU* 933*01^
NH DEPT J-IEALTH ^ U)ELEA!i;E 2?22S*25
AID TO DISABLED 3y:I.5S.>30
UirNDGRS F-Oix SOLDIER ^S AID
ADJUSTMENTS ^:^0*00
SOLDIER ^S AID !jO*00
«vM.;>a:iGRs for library •
LAKES REGION DISPOSAL 00* INC ^i-OOO^OO
LOLA TOURIGNYyTREAS* 34y2^:i5*00
LIBRARY 39? 255* 00
VENDORS FOR RECREATION
PAYROLL 7 y 161*82
TOM-RAY OFFICE SUPPLY ? INC 46*97
PORTSMOUTH HERALD :il*l6
TRANSCRIPT 7*55








I- ' + S N H *
HARCOTTE'S HARKET
BEAULIEU'S S WIFE





1 P R D y C (J * y I N
C
LOUISE'S SPORT SHGPy INC
BOSTOTN BRUINS
THE OFFICE MANAGER
ELL IE 0' CONNER
RILA PRECAST
BRENDA CAUANAUGH
JOHN lAFOLLA CO* ? INC
ADKIN PLUnBING S
ROCK* FEED % SUPPLY
l^H* COGSWELL? INC
RED JACKET INN
NORTHERN N*E* RECS*S PARKS CONF*









D I ANNE FAILLE
BETH OLSHANSKY
KAREN MURPHY
THE AMER* NATIONAL RED CROSS
SHARON AILLAIN
BERRY TRANS* CO* yINC
Af^NETTE KELSEY




















































' ) n •LESLEY SMITH




DINEEN BUS LINES 816*80








WM*H*HOLT ASSOC* f INC RADJO SHACK 38*95
VENDORS FOR RECREATION






THEATRE RESOURCES FDR YOUTH CARA*


















SXS ARTS % cf;;af"ts
JG bf<j:dges
BOSTON BALLET
NEW ENGLANB ALARM CO
TRi-TOWN publish:i:ng
I"' R r S M U T l-l hi A R B CJR G R I J S I E. S 9 I ^-! C
FEBERAL EXI-'RESS
ELBRIBGE PUBLISHING PO BRAWLR 2:L
DLL IE BE NT LEY
C G C PO BOX :I78
AhES BEPT* STORE
:i: N T £ R s T A T e: p a s s e' n c^ e: R S Y S l E V\S ? I N G
N rl R * P * S
CREATIVE CRIGKETT
NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEALTH CENT El
CAROL KISH FRITZ





A * 1 S 1
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1985
TOTAL GROSS WAGES OF
ALL TOWN EMPLOYEES
Eileen A. Szeliga $ 22,492.65
Judith M. Harvey 13,161.06
Madelaine M. St. Hilaire 3,233.70
Paul T. Gahan 25,438.40
Timothy Russell 21,241.60
Christopher Jackson 18,096.00
James E. SzeHga 18,636.80
Larss A. Ogren 1,032.00
Richard R. Keller 432.00
Cindy Sue Mastin 7,475.00
David D. Pierce 17,614.81
Robert C. Parry 17,447.06
Robert E. Jordan 648.00
Dennis S. Pratte 912.00
Richard A. Gilbert, Jr. 1,914.90
Edward C. Levesque 246.00
Robert Daigle 833.00
Ronald M. Bloom 23,891.53
Raymond J. Chapman, Jr. 20,117.53
Don Cinfo 15,460.78
Everett E. Parent 12,732.20
Roseanne C. Gilbert 13,196.90
Lesley A. Smith 13,807.09
Leon A. Girouard 20,503.99
George F. Laney 25,189.05
John P Szeliga 17,643.35
Wilfred L. Beaulieu 800.00
Richard Butler 220.00
Robert Pratte 190.00
Charles A. Clark, Jr 60.00
Richard J. Homiak 45.00
John Willey 45.00
Brian S. Beers 40.00
Michael Cornelius 100.00
JoAnne Hauschel 1,900.00




WilHam E. Magnan 12,809.62
Edward W. Nichols 12,138.26
Edward C. Criag 14,136.60
Todd Clark 65.00
Yvonne B. Rousseau 15.00
Lawrence D. Yeaton 50.00
Evelyn R. Abbott 416.65
Patricia H. Keller 4,035.35
Janine Petit 10,375.50
John E. Harclerode 360.00
Scott Alan Weitzell 6,741.40






Robert C. Wharem, Jr. 322.50
John Ward 40.00
Phillip R. Copp, Jr 17,040.82
PauHne L. Caswell 5,200.00
Kevin P. Cyr 1,272.00
PhiHas A. Archambault 1,313.76
Lloyd E. Walker 90.00




Rebecca L. Goodson 1,704.00
Susan E. Frarie 590.00
Edward C. Pease 2,670.00




Albion Dole III 2,250.00
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Priscilla McComb-Shaw 20.00
Helen V. Pelczar 15.00
Carl J. Massaro 3,222.01








Joan F. Morrison 7,428.00
Robin M. Cardin 15.00
Cary B. Flaherty 7,663.70
Johanne M. Hayes 1,583.27
Ronald S. Coker 750.00
Robert T. Bernier 1,710.00
Michael A. Provost 1,224.80
Candace Haentjens 575.00
AHce M. Hill 307.50
Owen L. Russell 160.00
Albert Conroy 1,640.00
Wendy G. Chase 6,267.77
Mary R Faucher 1,850.00
Robert O. Faucher 1,850.00
Michael Anthony Martin 7,036.76
Donald T. DuBois 1,435.00
Raymond T. LaRoche 424.50
Robert M. Brophy 2,944.35
Melody Scammon 4,825.91
Thomas C. Hardy 4,542.72
John Puchlopek 30.00
Jacqueline Atherton 3,603.02







Barbara A. Gate 1,100.00








1985 TOWN CLERK'S ACCOUNT
1985 Auto Permits $225,908.00
Title Fees 1,585.00
1984 Dog Licenses 23.65
1985 Dog Licenses 1,067.90
Vital Statistics Fees 1,329.00
UCC Statement Fees 1,361.00
TVailer Park Licenses 100.00
Filing Fees 9.00
Voter Registration Cards 1 1.00
Dredge & Fill Permit Fees 2.00
Pole Linceses 5.00
Release Lien Fees 8.00
Writ Fees
Bad Check Fees 104.00
Recording Fees 5.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $261,518.55
TOTAL REMITTED TO TOWN TREASURER . . $261,518.55
Respectifully Sumbitted,





























































OF THE BOARD OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
1985
The major project undertaken in 1985 has been the development
of a new source of water for the Newmarket Water System. After
rigorous testing, The board has elected to acquire a parcel ofland
from Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Sewell of Route 152 (Wadleigh Falls
Road) and install a gravel-packed well thereon. Flow tests con-
ducted on the finished gravel-packed well indicate a maximum
flow of 275 gallons a minute is available. Many delays in the
acquisition ofthe property and development of the well site have
been unavoidable, but the end is in sight; and, barring unfore-
seen circumstances, the new well should be in service by the time
this report reaches the public. The necessity for this well has
been emphasized by the fact that much needed repairs to the
wash water tank at the Treatment Plant had to be postponed for
1985 for lack of water to replace that which would be lost while
the plant was shut down for repairs. The addition of the Sewall
Well to our system is no reason to become complacent, however.
The rate of increase in the demand for water brought on by the
current explosion on housing development will shortly counte-
ract any reserve which the Sewall Well provides. It is evident
that, unless a dramatic decrease in the construction of new
housing occurs soon, it will be necessary to turn to the Lamprey
River as a source of water. Such a move will require the complete
renovation of the water treatment plant, the wisdom of which is
questionable, or the constuction of a new facility. It appears from
the results of exploration already performed that the source of
ground water suitable to supply our future needs may not be
available. The Lamprey River may be the only source left that
we can be sure of. At the present rate of population increase, we
cannot postpone the search for a new source of water for long.
Another perplexing problem confronting the Water Commis-
sioners this past year has been the question of separation of the
Water Department from the Department of Public Works. In-
creasing administrative and supervisory demands in both the
Water and Highway Departments make it increasingly difficult
for the Superintendent of Public Works to keep up with the
workload in either department. It appears to the Board of Water
Commissioners that the hiring of a working Superintendent of
Water would alleviate the problem by relieving the Superintend-
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ent of Public Works from the administrative and supervisory
load imposed by the Water Department and at the same time
enable the Water Department to achieve more of its projected
goals. Numerous complaints relative to the division of the two
departments present themselves. The Water Commissioners feel
that they can be overcome; and, since the Selectmen seemed
relatively neutral in the early stages of discussion, chose to go
ahead with the separation in 1986. At the last moment, however,
it was decided by the Selectmen that the division ofdepartments
is not advisable. It now appears that the separation will not
become a reality in the coming year.
One example of the many new items which serve to increase the
administrative and supervisory workload is the requirement
recently imposed on the Water Department by the New Hamp-
shire Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission to imple-
ment a program for the control of backflow and cross connec-
tions in the water system. This requires drawing up a set of
regulations for the control of backflow and cross connections to
be submitted to N.W.S. and P.C.C. for approval by July of 1986.
Attendant to the implementation of the program is the estab-
lishment of a permit system, periodic inspections for compliance
and proper maintenance, maintenance of an inspection report
file, and associated correspondence. It can be easily seen that the
addition of such programs to the already complicated permit and
approval system can soon result in the need for a full-time
employee to handle administrative paperwork for the Water
Department alone.
A much needed improvement to the treatment plant was
accomplished this past year with the installation of a larger
transformer and a new fuse panel to handle the lighting
requirements.
After discovery that the main water pump at the treatment plant
was not producing what was long believed to be its normal
output, a six inch meter was installed to provide a more accurate
measurement of the amount of water being pumped.
After pumping exclusively from the Bennett Well from Sep-
tember 1984 to January 1985, it became obvious that the aquifer
supplying the well was not being recharged due to the lack of
precipitation during the summer, fall, and winter of 1984. Subse-
quently the treatment plant was put back in operation and the
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water pumped from the Bennett Well greatly reduced. There were
copious complaints about the taste of water from consumers who
had been enjoying pure well water for the past several months.
It was the hope of the Water Commissioners to renew the sand
filters in Follette Brook the past year during the period of low
water. Unfortunately, no contractor with the necessary equip-
ment to do the work was available at that time, and it had to be
postponed as did the previously mentioned repairs to the wash
water tank.
The program for the replacement of the old water meters with
new remote indicating meters has suffered for lack ofmanpower.
The Board elected to revitalize the program by hiring a private
contractor to perform the installation of fifty meters on a trial
basis. Should this system prove acceptable, arrangements may
be made for them to continue the program of meter replacement.
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STATISTICS 1985
Gallons of Water Pumped
Treatment Plant 107,641,275 gallons
Bennett Well 65,744,000 gallons
Total 173,385,275 gallons
Average Hours of Operation Per Day
Treatment Plant 10.2 hours @ 597.4 gpm
Bennett Well 16.4 hours @ 257.8 gpm
Number of Feet of New Water Main Put in Service
Builder Subdivision Feet
Bi-State Builders Moonlight Drive 300
Cheney Company Bennett Way 1000
American Land Devel't Forbes Road 410
Vincent Jarosz Stanorm Drive 520








Dennis Abbott Walter McEvoy
Sandra Dailey Stan Pitman
Leo Filion Lloyd Walker




Exeter Supply Co 15. 15
CGC 52.50
Yankee Business Form 280.21
R. H. Filton 136.36
NE Telephone 1,475.73
PSNH 22,002.49
Robbins Auto Parts 4.10
Digital Equipment Corporation 12.58
TVeasurer State of N.H 35.00
E. J. Prescott Inc 6,633.61
H. R. Prescott & Sons 481.07
Postmaster 747.73
Portsmouth Water 654.00
C.A. Truner Co. Inc 2,031.22
NE Chemical Co 9,782.06
Nike Inc 20.00
George A. Caldwell Co 11,210.09
PubHc Woks Supply Co 2,568.86
NH Wter Works Acco 37.00
Dufresne-Henry 4,128.72
Fisher Scientific Co 100.05
D. M. Dining Inc 1,863.59
Snowe & Kitti 25.00
Town of Newmarket 72,019.35
M & J Builders Inc 23,452.81
Ti-Sales Inc 6.74
State of NH WS & PCC 336.00
Exeter Banking Co 16,646.26
McNeill & Taylor 24.66
Michael LaPerle Cons 417.50
Adkin Plum & Heat 1.54
Leon Girouard 117.20
NE Water Works Assoc 65.00
American Water Works Assoc 49.00
Alco Engineering Inc 1,160.18
Edwin I. Kimball 2,182.33
NHWS &PCC 428.00
Fosters Democrat 32.70
The Office Manager 92.29
Ocean & Forest Prod 87.70
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RAI 10.00
Ernest R Currier 40.00
Mike Malsky Builder 355.00
Edward Quimby Co. Inc 482.88
TVustee of Trust Fund 13,000.00
Town of Durham NH 95.88
Ralph Pill Electric Supply 17.40
The Maher Corporation 8,464.00
Batchelders Bookstore 9.35
Horizon Associates 250.00
Exeter Supply Co 16. 15
Wentworth Lumber Co 46.95
Rila Recast Concret 1,967.31
R. E. Prescott Co Inc 8.28
Langelier Realty 200.00
Water Service Construction Inc 2,672.50
Rosa Construction 2,050.00
Marstons Auto Body 313.00
Lawson Products Inc 70. 19
Electric Motor 83.45
Transcript 5.95
James W. Jackson 495.00
Beaulieu's & Wife 18.00
Herbert J. Philbrick 30.00
Tri-Town Publishing 14.92
Jim Scammon Agency 125.00
Badger Meter Inc 701.63
Midway Excavators Inc 4,800.00
Lewis Newsky 200.00
The Foxboro Co 52.83






During 1985, the primary focus of the Newmarket Sewer Com-
missioners has been on the major sewer projects currently
underway. The work on the existing lines was completed dur-
ing 1985, with the above ground rehabilitation essentially
completed as well. The interruption to normal traffic flow and
normal lives was significant during the year, and the towns-
people's patience was very much appreciated. The sewer lines
that have been replaced include:
— Elm Street
— New Village Point Repairs
— Major portions of the High School interceptor
— Creighton Street interceptor to the Legion
— Elm Street interceptor to River Street
— Main Street interceptor
— Railroad jacking and interceptor
— Paving and finish work.
The second phase of the project is a secondary treatment plant
which, at this writing, is currently out to bid. This work will be
started during 1986 and should not cause the upheaval that
Phase I did.
Both phases of this operation are funded 75% by the Federal
government, 20% by the State government, and 5% by the
Sewer Department. Existing Sewer Department revenues are
adequate to fund the Town's portion, and no rate increases are
contemplated for the work.
During 1985, a study was commissioned on the Exeter Street
sewer line. This study was completed early in 1986, and the
recommendations are currently under study by the Board of
Sewer Commissioners.
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Meetings of the Sewer Commissioners are held on the first






Newmarket Board ofSewer Commissioners
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SEWER DEPARTMENT EXPENSES
Treasurer State of NH 15.00
S. Kathois 1,015.00
Yankee Business. Form 290.58




Construction Welding S. Haendler 124.00
Postmaster 566.74
NE Balance Service 65.32
Whaleco-Chalahan Oil 89.23
Town of Newmarket 60,394.60
Robbins Auto Parts 495. 16
Rockingham Gas. Co 975.67
Edwin I. Kimball 1,701.90
NE Chemical Co 3,475.18
J. B. Carpenter & Sons 13.00
Edward H. Quimby Co 482.89
NHWPCA 21.00
Ocean & Forest Prod 190.45
AT&T 800 Directory 17.32
Wentworth Lumber Co 13.50
Snowe & Kitti 25.00
NEWPCA 110.00
G & Underwood 14,550.00
Adkins Plumbing & Heat 104.82
Hinds & Coon Co 26.93
Ken Smith TVactor 100.10
Digital Equipment Corportation 12.58
NH Wlding Supply 451.50
Fred A. Farrar Inc 181.32
Bens Foto Shop 18.95
Novel Iron Works 69.00
George Laney 625.45
Alco Engineering Inc 81.82
Portland Glass 50.00
Batchelders Bookstore 38.37
Midway Excavators 388. 10
Hussey Septic Service 200.00
McNeill & Taylor 73.45
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Fisher Scientific 359.45
The Office Manager 109.15
Boston Marriott 50.00
Ralston Power Equipment 9.50
NHWSPCC 19.50
Water Pollution Con 120.00
Water Industries Inc 135.50
Mobile Electronics 45.00
Rockingham Electric Supply Co. Inc 22.20
Ron's Lawn Mover Rep 174.99
State Chem. Manufactoring Co 271.31
TVi-State Packing Supply 143.05
W. W. Grainger Inc 45.99
Maine Lubrication Sc 44. 16
Smith Fire Equipment 26.00
TVustee of Trust Fund 10,000.00
The TVavel Pro 190.00
Rockingham Feed and Supply 93.37
Kar Products Inc 90.64
AT&T CS«&S 5.80
C. M. Dining Inc 6,774.89
Beauliew's & Wife 24.00
Brentwood Machine 20.20
AT«&T CSi&S 13.50




John Crane Houdaille Inc 495.00
Waste Wter & Sewage Treatment Center 67.24
Albert G. Ham 26.50
The Connecticut 35,32.67
Utility Pipeline 350.00





Circulation from Januray 1, 1985









Fines collected $ 198.85












STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES
AND PROOF OF BALANCE
For Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1985
Piscataqa Savings Bank:
Balance December 31, 1984 $ 5,501.67
Harmon Foundation Grant
Interest
Balance December 31, 1985
Indian Head Bank Savings Account;









Christie's Interiors (carpet for
Tbwer room) from Harmon Fund
Balance December 31, 1985
855.00
2,879.65
Indian Head Bank Checking Account:




REPORT OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES NEWMARKET PUBLIC LIBRARY
During 1985, the Trustees continued efforts to upgrade the brick
exterior of the Library building. Two areas in particular were of
concern: brickwork above the entry portico had been found to be
in poor repair and dangerously loose; and the eastern wall ofthe
Tower Room had leakage problems for many years. Both ofthese
have been repaired. It is hoped that future work on this project
will prevent other such damage to the interior of the building.
Inside additions and improvements include a new stack (large
bookcase) and floor protectors. Programming in 1985 included a
children's music program by folk duo Colburn and Stuart during
the summer.
The Librarian and the Trustees are continuing to search for
ways to better staffthe Library and serve its increasing numbers
of patrons. It is hoped that a workable schedule for double staf-
fing will be developed around peak use hours, and that the
Library Aide position will be filled shortly.
Donations of time and equipment by the Newmarket Friends of
the Library continue to enrich the Library's offerings to the
town. Bookcases, books, cassettes and such "extras" as a globe,
a flag, and a pass to the Children's Museum of Portsmouth
(available to town residents at no cost) are all results of the
Friends' fund-raising activities. Furthermore, they have planted
flowers, cut grass and found many ways to help the Library.
Others who have helped during 1985
—
• Doris Mullen spent considerable time helping the Library
staff as a volunteer worker this past year.
• The efforts of Mary Persson have secured additional funds
(from the Harmon Foundation) that will be available for
long-term planning in the children's area.
The Library is fortunate to have the continued expertise and
commitment of Librarian Sharon Kidney, Assistant Librarian
Pat Haendler, and Custodian Roger Donovan. All three of these
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people contribute extra time and energy toward making the






NOTICE OF AUDIT REPORT
The auditor's Financial Statements and Supplimental Sched-
ules for fiscal 1985 were not available for printing in the Town
Report. Copies ofthis report will be available at the Town Offices
in April.




Catherine Burgess, Administrative Assistant
REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Everyone knows the Town is experiencing a tremendous rate of
growth and will continue to do so in the forseeable future. As
there are very many new citizens in Town and new roads,
addresses, it has presented your Police Department with prob-
lems that with just very little cost and just a tiny bit of effort can
be eliminated. The problem is failure of citizens to identify their
addresses or residences, either by name or number. Every house
and lot in this Town has been assigned an address number,
(don't feel bad, I didn't know it either until just recently) and if
you don't know what it is, you can find out by calling or stopping
by the Town Hall offices.
After you find out what it is, don't keep it a secret! Please, put it
on your mail box or on your house. Because there are so many
apartments in Newmarket with more or less temporary occu-
pants, just a little piece of adhesive tape with your name on it
would be a great help. It is very hard for the Officers to deliver
and emergency call when no one knows where you live, espe-
cially when it happens at 2 or 3AM and the Police end up waking
a whole building or apartment complex trying to locate someone.
We sure don't make many friends that way. To carry it to the
extreme, who would want to be responsible for having their
house burn down or losing a loved one simply because your
emergency sevices didn't have an address. A hysterical voice on
the telephone asking you to respond to an emergency in a 200
apartment complex isn't much help. Pleasejust take a few min-
utes and number your house, or mailbox or at least just put a
piece of tape with your name on it on your apartment door. It
could save a life, maybe yours.
Respectfully Submitted























1985 was another busy year for the Newmarket Fire Depart-
ment, culminating in the long awaited arrival of our new fire
truck. Engine 3 has 9 1,000 gpm pump and carried 1,500 gallons
of water. It will greatly enhance our firefighting capabilities,
especially in those areas of town where water supplies are low.
The fire alarm system continued to grow, with many new
boxes being established. These included boxes at the F.O.E. 1934
building, River Bend Road area. Twin Rivers Condominium
Complex, Bennett Way, Stanom Drive, and in the industrial
park. The existing system continued to undergo extensive refur-
bishing and upgrading. A new horn was installed on top of the
mill replacing the old worn out unit.
In addition to the monthly in-house training meetings, fire-
fighters participated in many training schools outside the
department. This has resulted in 1 firefighter attaining New
Hampshire State Certification as a Level 3 firefighter, 2 firefight-
ers attaining State Certification at the Career Firefighter Level,
and 5 others who will attain their Certified Firefighter ranking
early this spring. All of these individuals are to be commended
for the many additional hours of outside training they have
completed on their own to reach these various levels of New
Hampshire State Certification.
Chimney, woodstove and fireplace inspections continued
throughout the year. These inspections are one of the services
provided by the department. Chimneys and woodstoves are still
one of the leading causes of fire problems in residential occupan-
cies. If you would like to have your chimney or woodstove instal-
lation inspected, please call the Dispatch Center for an appoint-
ment.
The Board of Engineers continues to meet the second Tuesday
ofeach month to review plans and proposals fornew construction
and major renovation projects in the Town of Newmarket. These
plan review meetings are held to ensure compliance on the part of
the builders and contractors with the New Hampshire State Fire
Code, including the Life Safety Code, as we attempt to provide a
fire safe environment for the citizens ofNewmarket. Along these
same lines the Board of Engineers requests the assistance of all
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residents ofNewmarket. If your home has been assigned a street
number, PLEASE mark the house and/or mailbox with the
assigned number, in a contrasting color and with large numbers
so as to be easily and readily identifiable to any responding
emergency vehicle. With all the new developments and construc-
tion in town, it is getting harder and harder to locate residences
which are not properly marked.
The Newmarket Fire Department would like to thank the citi-
zens of Newmarket for their continued support, and we hope it
will continue into the future.
In closing, the Board of Engineers would like to thank the men
of Newmarket who make our department the successful and
effective organization it is today. We also want to express our
sincere thanks to the families of these firefighters, as they also




Wilfred L. Beaulieu, Chief
Richard J. Butler, Asst. Chief
Robert J. Pratt, Deputy Chief
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Mutual Aid— Fire Scene 5
Mutual Aid—Station Coverage 9
Odor Investigations 3












Great Hill Terrace has 38 family units and 12 elderly units. We
also have 30 Section 8 units for the elderly that are scattered
throughout the town. Tenants for both Great Hill Terrace and the
Section 8 program pay 30% of their gross income for rent.
The waiting list for 2 and 3 bedroom family units remains long.
The projected waiting period for an available unit of this type is 2
to 21/2 years. At present, the elderly waiting list is short and this
would be a good time for elderly people to apply. In order to
qualify for an elderly unit, a person must be at least 62 years of
age or handicapped or disabled. To be eligible for Great Hill
Terrace, one person may have an annual income not over $16,900.
The eligible annual income for the Section 8 program cannot be
over $10,550.
Great Hill Terrace is kept in neat and attractive condition. We
maintain both an indoor and outdoor painting program. All
vacated units are cleaned and, if necessary, repainted before
occupancy by new tenants. Every effort is made to make repairs
in a timely manner.
Anyone interested in applying for subsidized housing is urged
to contact the Housing Authority office at Great Hill Terrace




For the Board of Commissioners





1985 BUILDING INSPECTOR REPORT
Types of Construction Cost No. of Permits
Pools $ 12,599.00 3
Industrial Buildings 266,000.00 1
Municipal Well r 37,000.00 1
Office Buildings 300,000.00 1
Condominiums 2,880,000.00 14
(No. of Units—96)
Mobile Home Foundations . .
.
12,000.00 4
Commercial Alterations 107,500.00 2
Garages «& Barns 88,839.00 11
Mobile Homes 303,275.00 14
Apartments, New 2,638,000.00 5
(No. ofUnits-142)
Apartments, Converted 151,010.00 5
Repairs & Alterations 256,617.00 91




Total Cost of Construction . . $11,261,340.00
Total Permits Issued 246
























STATE OF NEW HAMSPHIRE
TOWN OF NEWMARKET
To the inhabitants of Town of Newmarket, in the county of
Rockingham, in said state, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Newmarket School
Gym in said Town on Tuesday, the 11th day of March 1986, to
vote on the following articles: 1, 2, 4.
The polls will close and action by balloting on the article(s)
will cease at 7:00 PM. The ballots will then be counted and the
results announced.
Further, in compliance with action provided by the Town
Meeting, March 10, 1981, Article 22, it was voted to restrict the
second session to weekday evenings, starting no earlier than
7:00 P.M. Therefore, the second session ofTown Meeting will be
held Thursday, March 13, 1986, at 7:00 P.M. at the Newmarket
School Gym.
Polls Open—March 11, 1986
10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Article 1 . To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing
year.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote in favor of the adoption
ofan amendment to the existing Newmarket Zoning Ordinance
by adding the Wetlands Conservation District Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize to expend
the sum of Five Hundred Six Thousand and Six Hundred Dol-
lars ($506,600) for initial closure costs of the landfill, and to
construct a refuse transfer station on the same premises as the
existing landfill, and to raise the full amount from the issuance
of a fifteen year bond or note. (Recommended)
Note: This article will be acted upon at the second session of
Town Meeting. This must be a ballot vote and requires a two-
thirds majority to pass.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to increase the Board of
Selectmen to five members. (By Petition)
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Article 5. To see if the Town will authorize the selectmen to
appoint all necessary town officers during the ensuing year
that may become vacant.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and empower
the selectment to borrow money for necessary expenditures in
anticipation of the collection of taxes. (Recommended)
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to allow a two percent
(2%) discount on all property taxes (paid in full within fifteen
(15) days. Deadline for allowance of discount to be printed on
tax bills. (Recommended)
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
for the purposes specified therein the sums of money as recom-
mended by the Budget Committee in the budget.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum ofThirty Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000) for the purpose
of purchasing a computer system for the Town Offices and auth-
orize sale of the existing system to the Water and Sewer
Departments. (Recommended)
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Sixty
Thousand Dollars ($60,000) for a new dump truck for the Public
Works Department, and authorize the withdrawal of Twenty
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) from the Revenue Sharing
Fund, and authorize the withdrawal of Thirty Five Thousand
Dollars ($35,000) from the Public Works Capital Reserve
Account for this purpose. (Recommended)
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to purchase a new
ambulance for Fifty Two Thousand Dollars ($52,000), and au-
thorize the withdrawal of Thirty Six Thousand Dollars ($36,000)
from the Ambulance Capital Reserve Account, and raise and
appropriate the sum of Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000) for
this purpose. (Recommended)
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to purchase a fully
equipped cruiser, and raise and appropriate the sum of Thirteen
Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Three Dollars ($13,883) for
this purpose. (Not Recommended)
Article 13. To see of the Town will vote to hire a part time
planner, and raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Four Hundred Dollars, ($10,400) for salary. (Recommended)
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Article 14.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) for updating the
Master Plan with assistance from Strafford Regional Planning
Commission. (Recommended)
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to purchase a forestry
truck for the Fire Department, and authorize withdrawal of
Nineteen Thousand Dollars ($19,000) from the Fire Department
Capital Reserve Account for this purpose. (Recommended)
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to purchase new radio
equipment for the Fire Department, and authorize withdrawal
of Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000) for this purpose from the Fire
Department Capital Reserve Account. (Recommended)
Article 17.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Nine Thousand Dollars ($9,000) for the purchase of a
new radio and toner board for Dispatch. (Not Recommended)
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Five Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($5,400) for
the installation of water and sewage lines to the Ambulance
Garage. (Recommended)
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000 for the purpose ofdefraying the cost of services
provided to the Town of Newmarket and its residents by Sea-
coast Big Brother/Big Sister of New Hampshire. (By Petition)
(Not Recommended)
Article 20. To see if the Town will accept donation of land from
Walter Cheney, said parcel of land located on Grant Road on
land commonly call Durell Property, for the sole purpose of
locating a public safety building and/or municipal offices on
said property.
Article 21. To see if the Town will rescind an appointed Plan-
ning Board, and adopt RSA 673-2 n(b) authorizing the election
of Planning Board members. (By Petition)
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote pursuant to RSA 155-E
ni(a) to authorize the Board of Selectmen to serve as regulator
of excavations pursuant to RSA 11-E in place of the Planning
Board. (By Petition)
Article 23. To see of the Town will vote to authorize con+i^--
ance of municipal rubbish removal.
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Article 24. To see if the Town will adopt the provisions ofRSA
76:15-a, authorizing semi-annual collection of taxes.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to oppose the burial,
storage, transportation, and production of high level radioac-
tive waste in the town of Newmarket and State of New Hamp-
shire; and to call upon Congress to conduct an independent
investation with full public participation into the feasibility
and prudence of the U. S. Department of Energy's (DOE's)
present plan to dispose of radioactive waste and into the DOE's
competence to carry out such a plan. (By Petition)
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to adopt written welfare
guidelines as proposed by the Board of Selectmen. Chapter 380
of the Laws of 1985 requires the Town to adopt written welfare
guidelines by April 1, 1986.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions
of RSA 72:37 for the exemption for the blind from property
taxation. This statute provides that every inhabitant who is
legally blind shall be exempt each year from the property tax on
a residence to the value of $15,000.
Article 28. To see if the Town will adopt an ordinance waiving
the fee to be charged for a permit to register one motor vehicle
owned by any person who was captured and incarcerated for 30
days or more while serving in a qualifying war or armed conflict
as defined in RSA 72:28, IV, and who was honorably discharged,
provided the person has provided the town clerk with satisfac-
tory proof of these circumstances.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to have the Zoning
Board of Appeals an elected board. (By Petition)
Given under our hands and seals this 24th day of February, 1986.
Jo Anne Hauschel, Chairman
Albert Caswell, Jr.
Ronald S. Coker
Selectmen of Newmarket, New Hampshire
Insert 12
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within
named to meet at the time and place and for the purpose within
mentioned by posting an attested copy of the warrant at the
place of meeting within named, and a like copy of the warrant
at the post office, being a public place in said town, on the 24th
day of February, 1986. Also, a copy was posted at the town hall.





















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants ot the School District in the Toi/jn o-f
Ne^gmarket qualified to vote in district a+-fairs:
You are hereby noti-fied to meet at the High School Gymnasium
in said district on the -fourth day ot March, 1 9 1 ; , a. severi
o'clock in the evening, to act upon the -following subjects:
1. To see i-f the District will vote :o appropriate the
sum o-f *5, 260, 000 -for the purpose o-f constructing
and equipping a new elementary school *or grades one
through six and -for constructing, reconstructing and
making major alterations to the Newmarket Central
School, including the construction and equipping o-f
a gymnasium addition thereto, such appropriation to
be raised by the issuance o-f bonds or notes under
and pursuant to the Municipal Finance Act, as
amended and supplemented, and to authorize the
School Board to issue and sell such bonds or notes,
determine their details and take such other action
as may be necessary to carry out and complete the
financing of the project, or to pass any other vote
relating to the foregoing matters.
2. To see if the district will vote to appropriate the
sum of *31,000 < Thirty-One Thousand Dollars) from
the Capital Reserve Fund to purchase land, pay
taxes, interest and any other related items.
3. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees or
officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To see if the district will vote, under the
provisions of RSA 15'8:20-b, to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend without
further action by the School District Meeting, money
from any source which becomes available during the
1986-87 school fiscal year provided that such
expenditure be made for the purposes for which a
School District may appropriate money and that such
expenditure not require the expenditure of other
School District funds. Further, that the School
Board hold a public hearing prior to accepting and
spending such money.
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To see i -f the District will vote to authorize the
school district treasurer to appoint a deputy
treasurer, all in accordance with the provisions o+
RSA 197:24-a. The authorization herein granted
shall continue until a contrary vote o-f a subsequent
school district meeting.
On petition o-f 10 legal voters (and more) to see i +
the District will vote to increase the number o-f
members on the Newmarket School Board -from three to
-five, in accordance with the provisions o-f RSA
671:4, with three members elected at the annual
school district election (two -for three year terms,
and one -for a one year term) in 1987. Said board
would be maintained by the election o-f two members
for three years terms i" 1?38, one member for a
three year term in 1989, two members -for three year
terms in 1990, and so in the succeeding years.
To see what sum o-f money the District will vote to
r a se and appropriate -for the support o+ schools,
•for the payment o-f salaries -for the school d: strict
o-f-ficials and agents, and -for the payment o-f
statutory obligations o-f the district.
To transact any other business which may legally
come be-fore this meeting.
NOTE: The above warrant is uno-f -f i c i al . The o-f-ficial warrant
with changes, i -f any, will be posted at least -fourteen
days prior to the district meeting.
NEWMARKET SCHOOL BOARL'






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of New-
market qualified to vote in district affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN
HALL IN SAID DISTRICT ON THE ELEVENTH DAY OF
MARCH 1986, ATTEN O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON TO
ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
(The polls may not close before six o'clock in the afternoon.)
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year
3. To choose a Member ofthe School Board for the ensuing three
years
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year
5. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
NOTE: The above warrant is unofficial. The official warrant
with changes, ifany, will be posted at least fourteen days prior to








OF THE PLANNING BOARD
1985
This year was our first year following the adoption of the new
Zoning Ordinance which proved to be of great help. With the
assistance of the Stratford Regional Planning Commission our
Subdivision Regulations were updated. Our Site Review regula-
tions still need to be updated.
The Planning Board experienced many personnel changes dur-
ing the year including: Selectman member, Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, members and two secretaries.
Presently the Board is in dire need of a secretary to take and type
the minutes of our meetings and work about 2 or 3 hours 3 days a
week in the office.
34 applications approved, 3 denied
1 Preliminary Application
6 Preliminary ADS (Alternative Design Subdivision)
3 ADS Applications, 50 lots, 157 condominiums
17 Subdivisions, 63 lots
10 Site Reviews, 13 apartments, 32 condominums
Respectifully submitted
Clarence S. Hodsdon, Chairman





JoAnne Hauschel, Selectman Rep.
A. Dickson Smith, Alternate
NEWMARKET PLANNING BOARD
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING NEEDS COMMITTEE
This last year has been spent exploring various alternatives for
providing additional, needed space for the town offices and
emergency services. There is no question that existing spaces are
not adequate, and with the present growth there needs to be a
long-range solution.
Roaring Brooks Consulting was hired during the year to look at
three alternatives, as follows:
1 Conversion of unused space in the Town Hall
2 Conversion of the Rockingham Shoe Company
3 New construction
Their recommendation was that new construction was by far the
cheapest solution. The Town Hall is not suitable because the
carrying beams will not support expansion upwards, and be-
cause adequate parking will always be a problem. The cost of
renovating Rockingham Shoe exceeds the costs ofnew construc-
tion.
At the Town Meeting there will be a warrant article for donation
of land for a municipal complex near the high school. We endorse
this article and hope you will vote affirmatively.
At present we would like to see more members on this committee.






Another busy year has passed. We have had 211 calls,
including motor vehicle accidents, Mutual aid to Durham and
Stratham, house calls and standby for fires. We also cover New-
fields emergencies.
We are an Emergency Response Unit and we all volunteer our
time. Not only for emergencies but for all of our training, recerti-
fication and seminars that keep us up to date on the latest train-
ing in ambulance work.
All of our members are now M.A.S.T. certified as this is a skill
that is now required in our basic E.M.T. training. Other members
are being trained for E.O.A. Training which is an ongoing situa-
tion to keep our skill levels at top-notch at all times.
With the town growing it is all important to have your house
numbers on your house so that they are visible. If you have an
Emergency, call 659-2022 and remember to stay on the line and
answer all questions Dispatch asks you. It is very important to do
this so that the responding units will have some idea of what
they need to bring into the house, etc. Was the patient conscious
or unconscious; did the patient fall; what exactly did happen
—
naming the exact problem will help.
As you are all aware, we are in the process of adding to our
building some much needed room. Hopefully when we are fin-
ished we will have an open house for everyone to come visit our
quarters.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Police Dept.,
Public Works Dept. and the Fire Dept. for their continued help
when they are needed. They are always willing and we appreciate






The past year once again proved to be a very busy one for the
dispatch center. Although, at times, we faced some personnel
shortages we feel the center can be proud of its performance over
the past year. However, in 1986 we find the center facing two
major problems.
First, we badly need a new radio console for the center. The one
currently in use at the center is very old and is becoming increas-
ingly more inefficient with each passing day. This console was
purchased from the town of York, Maine almost four years ago by
a Stratham merchant who, in turn, donated it to the dispatch
center. It would be fair to say that this console is close to 20 years
old. Although the donation of this console was a major step
forward for the center, age is taking its toll and in 1985 it proved
very costly to keep it functional. We have proposed the purchase
of a new radio console, which will probably appear as a warrant
article this year. If approved, we have found a company that
would custom-build our new console, to our specifications, and
this will result in a monetary savings to the town and keep this
piece of equipment in a reasonable price range. When you con-
sider the fact that every single emergency call originates at the
dispatch center, it just doesn't make sense to depend on old and
inefficient radio equipment. We shudder to think of what might
happen if the current console decides to die in the midst of a
serious emergency call. This statement may seem overly dramatic
but our radio repairman has informed us that the life expectancy
ofour current console is on a day to day basis. As the town report
is usually issued a few weeks before the annual town meeting, we
cordially invite and encourage you to visit the dispatch center
and view the current console so that you may form your own
opinion prior to town meeting.
The second major problem facing the center is the lack of
working space and overall poor working conditions. The dis-
patch center has no central heating, dispatchers must keep
warm by means of a space heater, ventilation is poor at best and
it is not unusual for the dispatchers to have to put up with some
daily visits from rodents and assorted bugs. The center cannot
fit another piece of equipment into it and does not even have the
room for a badly needed file cabinet. There is no room to store
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records and forms and consequently, these items are very often
stored at different locations throughout town. The working con-
ditions are ofgreat concern to us and hopefully, this problem will
be dealt with during 1986. We again would invite you to visit the
center so that you can judge the conditions for yourself.
In closing we would like to thank all the Department Heads
and citizens for their continued support and cooperation during
the past year. Hopefully, the center will continue to improve and
serve us all proudly in the coming year.
Respectfully submitted,
Timothy Russell, Dispatch Supervisor
Rosanne Gilbert, Chief Dispatcher
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REPORT OF THE NEWMARKET
RECREATION AND PARKS DEPARTMENT
With the influx of newcomers to our community we have expe-
rienced an explosion of interest and participation in our Recrea-
tion activities and programs. Each day we receive dozens of calls
from townspeople asking what our Department is all about and
what we have to offer. New townspeople are often surprised and
delighted to see what a small town Recreation Department can
provide. The exciting aspect of this is that we step back and take
another look at our Department and we too are pleased at what
we see.
Our course offerings are varied and comprehensive. We have
programs for week old children and their parents right through
to an individual's retirement years. We are there for our youngest
residents with a variety of workshops for parents and infants. We
continue with them with toddler classes, a state certified Pre-
school and Kindergarten, afterschool activities, vacation pro-
grams and into adulthood. We offer the arts, dance, exercise,
sports, special events, a summer day camp, trips and much more
for our youth. We help them learn to ski and swim, to challenge
themselves and most importantly to feel good about themselves.
Participation in leisure pursuits is the mainstay to emotional
and physical well-being regardless of our age. Our hobbies, our
pastimes, our interests: these are the things that make us who we
are. Channeling your energy and free time into wholesome
recreational experiences is our challenge to you. We accept the
responsibility of providing you with a variety of affordable and
exciting options. Exercise, self-improvement courses, day trips,
tour trips, cross country ski rentals, dance, crafts, sports, retire-
ment programs and fellowship. Let us help you plan your leisure
activities or at the very least provide you with the resources.
The Department employs a part-time Director (30 hours),
secretary, part-time workstudy college students and a summer
parks crew. We maintain Leo Landroche Memorial Field, Nichols
Ave. Field, Little League Park and small Memorial Parks in
Town. Our income of over $40,000.00 from classes and programs
offsets the amount of tax monies needed to operate our Depart-
ment and maintain our PaTks systems. Residents are urged to
call 659-5563 or stop by the second floor of the Town Hall to find
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out what is available to them. Our comprehensive brochures are
available three times a year to assist you in planning your leisure
time effectively at an affordable price.
Newmarket is a special place in which to live and work. The
Recreation and Parks Department has been fortunate to have the
kind of people that have encouraged us to grow and prosper. The
support and cooperation of the Recreation Board of Commis-
sioners, the Selectmen, Recreation and Parks Staff and the
hundreds of participants have shaped the development and
direction of the office. Without the assistance of the Newmarket
School system, St. Mary's Church, Public Works and Town
employees, none of what our Department has tried to accomplish
would be possible. A sincere thanks to those individuals whose
cooperation and vision have made Newmarket Recreation and
Parks what it is today. Lastly, thank you for your love and
support in welcoming the newest addition to our Department, my
son Rowen Peter Smith Leavenworth.
Recreation Commission 1986 Respectfully submitted,
Roger Harvey, Chairperson Lesley Ann Smith, Director






REPORT OF THE NEWMARKET
SIDEWALK FAIR 1985
With the addition of the Muster on Sunday, it made the fair
even better than the previous years.
Hats off to the Hand Tub Association and congratulations to
Tiger #1 for being Number 1 in their division.
Will there be another fair in 1986???? I will be unable to head
the Newmarket Sidewalk Fair but I am positive that somewhere
in the growing Town of Newmarket, there is a very talented
person who is very capable of taking over the Chairmanship of
the Newmarket Sidewalk Fair. Please contactme at P.O. Box 301
,
Newmarket, N.H. 03857.
With the money raised, donations were made to Naturally
Newmarket and also to Rev. Shane Estes for the maintenance of
the new P.A. System which is being used by the Town's people.
The Sidewalk Fair Committee's checking account still shows a
balance to help defray the expenses for 1986's Fair.
Thanks to all of you and to a great committee for making the
1985 Newmarket Sidewalk Fair such a success.
HOPING FOR A GREAT FAIR IN 1986.
Sincerely,
Robert C. Carroll, Chairman
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
KEEPER OF THE SWANS
Newmarket's swans continue to be in the news, both good and
bad. The good news was the addition of two more cygnets to our
Town Flock bringing it (the flock) to a total of6 birds. All are well
except a bird of this year's brood. This bird, a female, flew into a
wire over the town of Madbury and was hospitalized just ahead
of Christmas. At this time she is recovering nicely. As Keeper of
the Swans I will tend her at my home through the winter and
release her to the upper River in the spring.
To date no town funds have been expended for the care or
feeding of these grand birds. Thanks go out to the many individ-
uals and various clubs and organizations which have donated
funds for the swans' upkeep. Truly a symbol of pride and elegance,









The Directors of the Lamprey Regional SoHd Waste Coopera-
tive are pleased to report that the incinerator/energy recovery
plant located on the University of New Hampshire campus is
operating on a continuous twenty-four hour, seven day a week
schedule.
The day-to-day operation is carried out under the supervision
of the Cooperative's Administrator, under the general supervisory
control of the three member Operations Committee from the
Joint Board of Directors. The plant personnel, in addition to the
administrator, includes two mechanics, a truck driver, two daily
shifts of 12 hours each involving 8 persons, plus daily clean-up
crew and the secretary. This organization operates the incinerator
system, maintains records, and coordinates with the University's
Power Plant staff to monitor the boiler and steam production
elements of the plant. The Cooperative's organization also han-
dles the collection of refuse from the transfer stations of five
communities, and handles the ash removal and its transfer to the
landfill site.
During 1985 the Cooperative purchase a new Mack chassis
with roll-on capability to handle the ash containers and the
canisters from the five communities with transfer stations.
The decline in the price of oil during the past year was ofcourse
welcomed by home owners and business operators; however, the
price drop significantly reduced the income of the Cooperative
for the sale ofsteam to the University, as the revenue from steam
is controlled by the price of fuel oil. Some unexpected mainte-
nance items coupled with the plant being shut down for two
weeks during which the University had the area between the
plant and recently relocated fire station regraded and paved also
reduced the Cooperative's revenue from the sale of steam.
The rubbish from member communities increased by 9.375% in
1985 over that of 1984.
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A major problem to be resolved during 1986 will be to locate an
approved site for ash disposal. The regulatory agencies have
rather arbitrarily taken the position that the ash must be disposed
of within a secure landfill.
Joint Board of Directors
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Cooperative




The year 1985 held major accomplishments for the Newmarket
Community Development Corporation in the completion of
several long-term projects and in the initiation of new ones.
This year, the NCDC completed and officially opened, together
with the Town, Newmarket's own Waterfront Park and the new
and improved Town Boat Launch. The park and boat launch
area now have their own parking area for the river users and
park users, located on adjacent land acquired for the Town
through a joint fund-raising campaign carried out by the NCDC
and Salmon Unlimited, Inc.—a regional sportsmen's associa-
tion, and through a matching grant obtained by the NCDC. In
November, 1985, the NCDC and Town held an offical opening
ceremony for the park and boat launch area, at which were
honored the major financial contributors to the project as well
as the local contractors and suppliers donating time and
materials.
In 1985 the Newmarket Community Development Corporation
also completed a Downtown Development Study and, through
input received from a broad range of community residents and
business people, put together a Town Development Guide, a
series of recommendations for guiding the Town's growth over
the next ten years. The recommendations came out of the fol-
lowing study components: A January, 1985 Town-wide survey
of businesses and residents concerning their ideas and prefer-
ences for the best future of Newmarket; a series of community-
wide planning meetings sponsored by the NCDC and CPAC
(Citizen's Advisory Committee for Community Development),
a May, 1985 conference on the re-use of the mills, involving
eight mill re-development experts, and finally, an NCDC-
commissioned market analysis and business targeting study
carried out by a professional marketing consultant to identify
what new businesses and industries could best benefit the Town
by producing jobs for local residents and stimulating more
business for existing local businesses. The resulting Town De-
velopment Guide has been published in booklet form and has
been made available to local residents and businesses, as well
as Town officials. All these activities were funded through an
$8,500 grant obtained by the NCDC and Town through the NH
Office of State Planning.
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The year marked a big step forward in the NCDC's efforts to
improve the 'Fish & Game' Building, conveyed by the Town to
the NCDC at the March, 1984 Town meeting. Finally able to
resolve deed restrictions imposed by the N.H. Fish & Game
Dept., theNCDC was able to secure a $194,000 bank commitment
and, with the Town, a community development block grant of
$248,000 to rehabilitate the deteriorating building. This work
will be completed in 1986. Space in the building, once complete,
will be rented to small new or expanding area businesses.
Shared administrative services such as secretarial, telephone
answering, etc., will be available to these businesses on a per
usage basis, as will the opportunity to receive business planing
and technical assistance, if needed.
The year also marked a new direction for the NCDC in its
creation of a new business itself—the Newmarket Business
Center. The Newmarket Business Center is presently offering
administrative services—secretarial, telephone answering,
mailings, graphic design and layout, to name a few—to any
business or individual who may need this type of assistance on
a temporary or permanent basis, but who does not wish to bear
the larger cost of themselves have to hire part-time or full-time
administrative staff.
Both the Newmarket Community Development Corporation
and the Newmarket Business Center have moved to new quar-
ters at 13 Water Street. The Newmarket Business Center and
the NCDC will set up offices in the Fish & Game Building—upon
its completion—and the Newmarket Business Center will also
become the provider of administrative services to interested
business tenants of the building.
The year 1985 also saw the creation of the Naturally New-
market Committee—initiated by several NCDC and CPAC
members, along with other Newmarket residents and business-
people—for the purpose of working to improve Newmarket's
downtown. The Naturally Newmarket Committee has been
very successful in raising several thousand dollars toward the
improvement of the bandstand. One of its more colorful fund-
raising tools is the creation of a Naturally Newmarket T-shirt,
available for purchase from members of the Committee.
Finally, the NCDC itself saw some staffing changes. Sarah
James, NCDC Director from 1983-1985, left the organization to
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take a Boston-based position in community development con-
sulting. Jeff King, a UNH graduate and former Newmarket
resident, became the NCDC Executive Director in January,
1986. Kathy Stilwell, former NCDC administrative assistant,
is now the Business Manager for the Newmarket Business
Center. And new staff person Marilyn Towne is also on board,
assisting in the administration of th CDBG grant.
The NCDC would like to express its thanks to the Town
Departments and staff for their help and cooperation this past
year. Special appreciation is due to the many community resi-
dents and businesspeople who contributed their time and ideas
to the downtown development study and plan through partici-
pating in the survey, the community planning meetings, and
the members of CPAC.
NCDC Executive Director - Jeffrey King













REPORT OF ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
The Town of Newmarket is indebted to Mr. George Hauschel
who has served as the Animal Control Officer for the past ten
years. Mr. Hauschel announced his retirement on January 1,
1986. 1 have worked as assistant A.C.O. under Mr. Hauschel for
the past two years and was appointed as Newmarket A.C.O. at
that time.
I hold an Associate's degree in Animal Science from the
Thompson School of Applied Science at the University of New
Hampshire, and am a certified part-time police officer for the
Town of Newmarket. I would like to remind you that if you have
lost or found an animal to notify Newmarket Dispatch and they
will contact me. Please remember that this is a part-tim.e position.
Emergency calls will be handled as soon as possible, and other
calls will be handled on a timely basis.
A new ticket system has been in effect as of January 1, 1986,
whereby a civil forefeiture may be paid to the town clerk in lieu of
a court summons for offenders.
Under New Hampshire state law, all dogs over three months of
age must be licensed by May 1st. Licenses may be obtained at the
town clerk's office and a valid rabies certificate must be presented
at the time of licensing. If your dog has been neutered, it may be
licensed at a reduced fee with proof of neutering.
Please restrain your pets for their own protection and for the
good of the community.








Newmarket residents experienced a new phase in their mos-
quito control project last season. A new sprayer was purchased to
control adult mosquitoes and a more complete program has been
utilized to control mosquito larvae in swamps and salt marshes.
More mosquito breeding sites are waiting to be discovered, but
Newmarket is on its way to a competitive program. Controlling
mosquitoes is a competition, except mosquitoes don't follow the
rules. The State Pesticide Control Division outlines rules for all
pesticide applicators to obey. One of these rules is to follow all
guidelines on the insecticide label. The label specifies no adulti-
ciding when temperatures fall below 65°F or when the wind is
greater than 5 mph. These ideal spraying conditions are not
common, particularly in June and September. Another very
important law prohibits adulticiding (spraying for adult mosqui-
toes at night) near rivers, ponds, salt marshes, swamps or bee-
hives. Contamination must not occur. We honor all requests from
residents opposed to have their property sprayed, either larvicid-
ing or adulticiding. We also welcome calls from residents alerting
us to potential mosquito breeding habitats. All requests or
inquiries may be left at the town hall by phone or mail. Send to
the attention of the Newmarket Mosquito Control.
Drivers ofthe truck have been instructed not to stop for anyone
when spraying at night. Please do not attempt to do so for every-
one's safety.
This mosquito project is alive year round. Unfortunately, we do
not have our own office and phone. During warmer months, we
survey, monitor and spray mosquitoes. October through March
is spent winterizing equipment, attending meetings, preparing
budgets and writing reports. I am also available to present lec-
tures. Late in March, we head into the woods in search of snow-
melt ponds and swamps where tiny larvae have started hatching
from the eggs. Mosquito larvae develop in stagnant water only.
Over 25 species of mosquitoes have been found in Newmarket.
Each of these species has different habitat. Some species prefer
salt water, while others require fresh water. One species uses
treeholes, another occupies old tires. Homeowners may help con-
trol mosquitoes by eliminating stagnant water in rain gutters,
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tires, flower pots and any artificial container. Change the water
in bird baths often. When eUmination is not possible, chemical
treatment may better suit the problem. If you suspect mosquito
breeding on your property, then leave your name, address, phone
number and a brief description at the town hall. We employ a
variety of insecticides. This includes use of insect growth hor-
mones, stomach poisons, mineral oil, bacteria (similar to DIPEL
used to kill gypsy moths). Literature is available for each insecti-
cide.
I was pleased with the mosquito project in 1985. September
mosquito populations were high in comparison to the data avail-
able from previous years. Each year something unusual occurs.
Either we receive record amounts of rainfall or exceptionally
long Indian summers. Last year, I lost a worker in May. In July,
we contracted a nasty flu for a week. What will next year bring? I
can hardly wait for spring.
Many thanks to Ron Bloom and company for their assistance
with the spray truck. I would also like to thank Bill Bernier for
the signs on the spray truck and to Bucky Bailey for his assis-
tance with meetings and contacts in town. Also, I must thank the
residents of Newmarket for theri support and understanding
during our first full year of mosquito control. I still have many
kinks to work out of the spray routes. More than once I turned
down a one-way road to just became lost. I hope to improve the
routes next year. Again, many thanks to the mosquitoes. I can't






REPORT OF SQUAMSCOTT HOME HEALTH
Oyster River Home Health Association is now Squamscott
Home Health (effective 12-01-85), telephone 742-7921 and 868-5055.
Squamscott Home Health is a Medicare certified voluntary,
non-profit home and community health agency resulting from a
merger of the Oyster River Home Health Association and the
Dover District Nursing Association. The agencies have been
providing home health and clinic services in Dover since 1909
and in Durham, Lee, Madbury, and Newmarket since 1967. The
primary purpose for merging the two agencies into one organiza-
tion is to enable the expansion and extension of traditional ser-
vices and the addition of such other services as are deemed
necessary and fiscally feasible.
Home Care Program
Home care services include nursing; physical, occupational
and speech therapy; and homemaker/home health aide as pre-
scribed and approved by the patient's physician. The goal of the
program is to allow individuals to receive care in the comfort and
privacy of their own homes. In many instances such service is
covered by Medicare, Medicaid, and other private insurances. In
cases of medical necessity when there is no insurance coverage,
fees are covered through private pay when able or the use oftown
funding. United Way support, and private donations.
Maternal Child Health Program
Well child clinics are held regularly providing physical exami-
nations, immunizations, testing and dental care aimed at the
promotion of good health and early detection of problems. This
comprehensive program for lower income families is available to
children from birth to entering first grade.
Health Promotion Programs
Activities aimed at the promotion of good health are provided
through the conduction of screening and health educaiton ses-
sions for adults in a variety of settings. The availability ofpubHc
financial support directly affects the agency's ability to conduct
these free pulic health services.
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Monies received from the towns are used to cover: home visits
to individuals without insurance and unable to pay any or all of
the fee, approximately fifty percent of the cost of the Maternal
and Child Health program, and the health promotion activities
in each community.
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NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
The Newmarket Regional Health Center will complete its fif-
teenth year of service in the Spring of 1986. The Newmarket
Regional Health Center operates two medical offices, one in
Newmarket, one and the other in Raymond, the Lamprey River
Clinic. Both facilities provide general medical care, preventive
health services, community outreach, social services and short-
term counselling with referral to area mental health agencies.
In January the new facility of the Lamprey River Clinic opened
on Route 27 in Raymond. The new 6,200 sq. ft. facility will allow
the Health Center to provide more services in a spacious and
modern facility to the residents of the Raymond area. The reno-
vation and expansion of the Newmarket center is scheduled to
begin in the Spring of 1986.
In 1985, Edward Benoit, M.D., a family practitioner, joined the
staff as did Cynthia Rasmussen, M.D., an obstetrician/gynecol-
ogost. Other members of the medical staff include Sara Oxnard,
M.D., Karen Brainard, M.D., Michael Lewis, PA-C, Barbara
Janeway, M.S.N., A.R.N.R and Anne Fawcett, A.R.N.R The
medical team also includes registered nurses, medical assist-
ants, and community health workers. The Health Center is affil-
iated with the Exeter Hospital where patients needing hospital
care are admitted.
The Health Center offers a Prenatal Program under the direction
of Dr. Rasmussen, which includes prenatal, delivery and post-
partum care. In addition, the Health Center offers nutritional
counseling and prenatal classes.
The community health workers coordinate a school health pro-
gram and preventive screening clinics to detect potential health
hazards. They hold informative workshops and act as liasons
between the medical providers and patients.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center also operates a Self-
Care program for the Elderly in conjunction with the Occupa-
tional Therapy Department of the University of New Hamp-
shire. The purpose of this program is to enable the elderly to stay
in their home setting as well as to maintain a quality of life and
independent status within their community. The focus of the
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program is to provide self-care skills before disability occurs and
to anticipate problems with functional activities. Contact Anne
Fawcet A.R.N. P. or Noreen Ernest, Community Health Worker
at 1-800-582-7279 for more information.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center continues to operate
the Senior Citizen Transportation Program. Three of the five
buses are equipped with hydraulic lifts to provide services to the
handicapped. The transportation service enables senior citizens
to remain independent, self-sufficient and active by providing
the means to needed services, including medical, food shopping
and recreational trips. For further information call 659-2424 or
toll free 1-800-582-7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its



















Karl Gilbert Term Expires 1986
Robert Haviland Term Expires 1987
Scott Weitzell Term Expires 1988
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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JUNIOR HIGH AND HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S ANNUAL REPORT
I am pleased to present a brief report on activities at New-
market Junior-Senior High School for the past year.
Our goal has been to improve our programs and increase stu-
dent expectations. Over several years our graduation require-
ments have been upgraded from sixteen to twenty credits. Many
of the National Commission on Excellence in Education recom-
mendations as described in A Nation at Risk were in existence
before the report was issued including increased requirements in
mathematics, science and social studies. The State Department
of Education has released new academic standards for all high
schools in New Hampshire — the first changes since 1962. These
changes take effect with the Class of 1989 (our current freshman
class). Among the changes: higher credit requirements for grad-
uation, more math and science, V2 credit ofcomputer education, V2
credit of business and economics, V4 credit of health and V-z credit
of art education. We will deal with these as creatively as possible,
but more staff, equipment and space will be needed in some
areas.
Another important issue facing Newmarket Junior-Senior
High School is the growth of the school district and the need for
more space. With high school facilities at capacity but with the
elementary school needing more space immediately, we have
had to give up classroom space this year. For example, the Art
Room has been moved to the stage of the gymnasium and the
sewing area of the Home Economics room has been changed into
an elementary classroom. The growth problem continues, and
will have an effect on the quantity of programs that we can offer.
I urge you to study and support the need for a building program
to accomodate Newmarket's dramatic growth.
We appreciate your support and will continue to work to provide





The 1985-86 school year began with nine new teachers at the
elementary grade level as well as a new librarian. Three ofthese
teachers were replacing teachers out on maternity leave for a
year. Miss Theresa Acerno replaced Mrs. Ballantyne in grade 5,
Mrs. Jane Hoesterey replaced Mrs. Pulitzer in grade 3, and Mrs.
Leslie Mays replaced Mrs. Swible in grade 1. Two people were
hired to replace teachers who had left the area. Mrs. Michael
McKenney was hired to replace Mrs. St. Pierre, grade 6 and Ms.
Pamela Mitchell replaced Ms. Ann O'Conner as the Title I
teacher. Three additional teachers were added to the staff to
handle the growth in the school population. They are Mrs. Patri-
cia Gardner in grade 3, Mrs. Carol Szurgot in grade 1 and Mrs.
Wendy Mattson in the Special Ed Resource Room. Mrs. Kathy
Fieler replaced Mrs. Sylvia Getchell (retired) as the school librar-
ian. Mrs. Judy Haskell also joined the staff this year. She is
working with Mrs. Mary Stone in grade 2. They are, with the
school board approval, sharing the job ofgrade 2 teacher. Under
the program, Mrs. Stone teaches on Monday and Tuesday, and
Mrs. Haskell does the teaching on Thursday and Friday. Both
work on Wednesday. Because of the inordinate amount of plan-
ning and the true dedication of these teachers, the program has
been extremely successful.
In addition to their teaching duties, all teachers have been work-
ing on a number of different committees this year. These com-
mittees are working on a written math curriculum, a revision of
our spelling program, as well as discussion of computer pro-
grams and the topic of school readiness.
The math committee: Mrs. Stairs, Mrs. Acerno, Mrs. Wentworth,
Mrs. White, Ms. Liebar, Mrs. Gardner and Mrs. Sail.
The spelling committee: Mrs. Hoesterey, Mr. McKenney, Mrs.
Haskell, Mrs. Szurgot, Mrs. Kendall and Ms. Mitchell.
The computer committee: Mr. Sargent, Mrs. O'Connor, Mrs.
Mays, Mrs. Greenwood, Mrs. Mattson and Mrs. Nollet.
The readiness committee: Mrs. Mills, Mrs. Cobb, Mrs. Stone, Mrs.
O'Brien and Mrs. Kost.
The Elementary School P.T.O. has been extremely active and
supportive during the year. As a result of their fund raising
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efforts, we have already had one program and workshop sched-
uled for all students with another already scheduled. The group
sponsored a Family Fun Night in November that was extremely
successful both in terms of fun and fund raising. All of us at
school appreciate the work and dedication of all the people who
have helped to make this a viable organization.
On behalf of myself and the entire staff, I'd like to take this
opportunity to thank all of you for your continued support





PROFESSIONAL STAFF SALARIES FOR 1985-86
Teacher Salary
Teresa Acerno $ 12,305.00
Ruth Anderson 12,519.00
Jacqueline Beauchesne 12,773.00
Irving Brown, III 20,750.00
Pamela Caswell 17,762.00
Shirley Cobb 22,310.00

























Janice O'Brien (80%) 10,700.00
Rita O'Connor 23,280.00






























Number of different pupils enrolled during the year
Elementary (Grades 1-8) 472




Average Percent Attendance 95,6







Fiscal Year July 1, 1984 to June 30, 1985
-SUMM ARY-
Cash on Hand July 1, 1984 $ 19,532.06
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation 1,685,159.00
Revenue from State Sources 48,047.97
Revenue from Federal Sources 43,058.00
Received from all Other Sources 85,584.93
TOTAL RECEIPTS 1,861,849.90
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR
FISCAL
YEAR (Balance and Receipts) 1,881,381.96
LESS SCHOOL BOARD
ORDERS PAID 1,855,198.94
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1985


































English Reference Books 141.04
English News/Magazines 135.00
Foreign Language Salaries 14,793.95
Foreign Language Supplies 289.40
Foreign Language Workbooks 159.90
Foreign Language Textbooks 159.84
Foreign Language Software 33.50
Foreign Language Equipment/New 44.95
Health/PE Salaries 32,065.56
Health/PE SuppUes 1,098.01
Home Economics Salaries 19,957.00
Home Economics Equipment Repair 271.95
Home Economics Supplies 868.48
Home Economics Workbooks 129.72
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Home Economics Tfextbooks 195.74
Home Economics Software 80.32
Industrial Arts Salaries 20,100.00
Industrial Arts Equipment Repair 435.63


















Social Studies Salaries 52,400.00
Social Studies Supplies 76.75
Social Studies Tfextbooks 1,290.48
Social Studies Software 121.86
General Elementary Salaries 252,226.92
General Elementary Textbooks 245.15
General Junior High School Textbooks 405.54
General High School Textbooks 603.59
General Elementary News/Magazine 486.65















Special Education Salaries 60,946.00
Special Education Aides 14,397.00
Contracted Services for Special Education 10,645.00
Special Education Supplies 857.87
Special Education Workbooks 1,282.78
Special Education Textbooks 381.74
Special Education Reference Books 69.16
Special Education Software 281.36



















Speech Therapy Salary 7,140.00
Speech Therapy Supplies 266.49
Handwriting 576.00
Course Reimbursement 3,495.69
In Service TVaining 523.30











School Board Salaries 1,950.00
School District Postage/Telephone 791.23
School District Clerk 150.00
School District TVeasurer 700.00
TVeasurers Bond 155.00




Expenses of Annual Meeting 345.00
Printing of Annual Meeting 1,100.64
Auditor 2,090.00
Liability Insurance School Board 547.17
Membership & Dues 960.00
School Board Other 2,558.40
SAU #14 Share 66,114.00
Principals' Salaries 60,876.00
Secretarys' Salaries 27,802.96
Principals' Annunity Program 3,044.00







School Office Supplies 2,285.79
Diplomas/Graduation Expenses 798.94
Employee BC/BS 4,601.14






















Equip.— Non-Instructional Replacement 2,906.45
Snow Removal 900.00
Upkeep Grounds 226.90
Supplies for Vehicles 93. 13
Repair Non-Instructional Equipment 282.22
Typewriters/Office Machines Contracts 1,632.86
Bells/Clocks/Emergency Lights 216.50
Piano Tuning 130.00
Recharge Fire Extinguishers 150.50








Special Education Van 14,471.00
Field Trips 170.70
Athletic/Band TVavel 649.53
Construction of Building 47,847.20
Capital Reserve 12,000.00
Principal of Debt 25,000.00
Interest on Debt 1,275.00
Cafeteria Salaries 32,193.22
Cafeteria BC/BS 756.24
Cafeteria Workman's Compensation 1,023.36
Cafeteria FICA 1,225.46
Cafeteria Unemployment Insurance 203.71







As of June 30 > 1985
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Newmarket, New Hampshire 03857
We have examined the combined financial statements of the Newmarket School District
for the year ended June 30, 1985, listed in the foregoing table of contents. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and,
accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necesssary in the circumstances.
As described more fully in note 1 (accounting policies), the combined financial
statements referred to above do not include the financial statements of the General
Fixed Assets Account Group. Also, the Food Service fund, a proprietary fund type
does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets and accordingly, a statement
of general fixed assets is not included in the financial statements. In both cases
these statements are required to be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that the omission of the financial statements described above
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the preceding paragraph, the
combined financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial position
of the Newmarket School District at June 30, 1985 and the results of its operations
and the changes in financial position of its proprietary fund types for the year then
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Very truly yours,
//'
Giordan! & Lortie, Prof. Assn.
Certified Public Accountants




Combined Balance Sheet - All Funds Types and Account Groups
As of June 30, 1985
Exhibit B
NEWMARKET XHOOL DISTRICT
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual - All Governmental Fund Types
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1985
REVENUES:
Local Sources:


























Total of Expenditures (Over) Under Revenues
Fund Balance - July 1, 1984




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Equity
All Proprietary Fund Types







Personnel services - salaries




Operating transfer from general fund
NET INCOME
Retained Earnings - July 1, 1984















The accompanying notes are an integral
part of these financial statements
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Combined Statement of Changes in Financial Position
All Proprietary Fund Types
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1985
PROPRIETARY FUND
ENTERPRISE FUND
SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL: FOOD SERVICE
Net income $ A>'473
NET INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL $ ^,473
CHANGES IN THE ELEMENTS OF WORKING CAPITAL:





NET INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL • $ 'i,'473
The accompanying notes are an internal
part of these financial statements
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Statement of Receiving Expenses, and Changes in Fund Balance
Trust Funds
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1985
OPERATING RE\^1WES:
Interest $ 8,617
Operating transfer from general fund 12,000
NET INCOME $ 20,617
Fund Balance - July 1, 1984 101,231
Fund Balance - June 30, 1985
"
$ 121,8^8
The accompanying notes are an integral
part of these financial statements
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Statement of Changes in Financial Position - Trust Funds
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1985
SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL: -
,
Net income '- $ 8,617
Transfer from general fund 12,000
INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL $ 20,617
CHANGES IN THE ELEMENTS OF WORKING CAPITAL:
Increase in current assets:
Cash $ 20,617
INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL $ 20,617
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The accompanying notes are an integral
part of these financial statements




Combined Statement of Changes in Assets and Liabilities
Student Activities Fund - Agency Funds
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1985
BALANCE BALANCE
ASSETS JULY 1,198^ ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS JUNE 30,1985
Cash $ 18,078 $ 7/4,600 $ 72,A03 $ 20,275
LIABILITIES
Due to student groups $ 18,078 $ 74,600 $ 72,403 $ 20,275
The accompanying notes are an integral
part of these financial statements
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NEWMAflKET SCHOOL DISTRICT
Notes to Financial Statements
1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies:
The accounting policies of the Nevmiarket School District conform to generally accept-
ed accounting principles for local educational governmental units except as indicat-
ed hereinafter. The following is a summary of significant accounting policies.
Basis of Accoimting:
The accrual basis of accounting is used for all proprietary (food service) and fidu-
ciary (agency) funds. Governmental funds utilize the modified accrual basis thereby
revenues are recorded when measurable and available. Expenditures are recorded when
the liability is incurred (accrual basis) except:
a. Disbursements for inventory items (materials and supplies) are considered expend-
itures at the time of purchase.
b. Prepaid expenses are not normally recorded.
General fixed assets are not capitalized in the accounting records when acquired.
Funds used to acquire general fixed assets and/or make debt service payments on bor-
rowings in connection therewith are accounted for as expenditures in the year pay-
ments are made. The food service fund has never maintained a record of its fixed
assets and related depreciation accounts for measuring their operations. General-
ly accepted accounting principles require that general fixed assets be capitalized
and accounted for in a separate fixed assets group of accounts.
Taxes Collected by Others
Under State law, the Town of Newmarket collects School District taxes as part of
local property tax assessments. As collection agent, the Town is required to pay
over to the School District its share of property tax assessments through periodic
payments based on projected cash flow requirements of the District. The Town
assumes financial responsibility for all uncollected property taxes.
Interfund - Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the School District has numerous trans-
actions between funds including expenditures and transfers of resources to pro-
vided services. The accompanying governmental and proprietary funds financial
statements reflect such transactions as transfers.
Retirement Plan
Substantially all full time employees of the District participate in the State of
New Hampshire Retirement system. Under this plan, participants contribute annu-
ally a percentage of compensation which is fixed by law and dependent upon age when
contributions begin. The District contribution rate for normal cost of the plan is
based upon an acturial valuation of the State plan as of June 1985 and has been set
at .11% of annual compensation for teachers and 1.47/5 for other employees.
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1985, the normal cost of the plan to the Dis-
trict was $10,328. The amount, if any, of the excess vested benefits over pension
fund assets for the Newmarket School District is not available. At June 30, ISCf.
the District had no past service cost obligation.
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C*rtin«d Public Accoont*nts
NEWMARKET SHCOOL DISTRICT
Notes to Financial Statements
Sick Leave
The Newirnrket School District school teachers may accumulate up to 120 days of sick
leave, for which an annual provision is made in the budget. The District does not
record the cost of sick leave when earned, because no provision is necessary.
Inventory
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market value.
Purpose of Funds and Account Groups:
The School District reports its activities in numerous individual funds to comply
with the limitations and restrictions placed on both the resources made available
to the School District and the services provided. Individual funds and account
groups summarized in the accompanying financial statements are classified as follows:
A. Governmental Funds ^
These funds are intended tp provide recurring general services. They are controlled
by a budget approved by the voters.
General Fund - used to account for all revenues and expenditures which are not account-
ed for in other funds or account groups.
B. Proprietary Funds
Enterprise Funds - these funds account for operations of entities that provide ser-
vices or user charge, or other basis to the general public or for food service oper-
ations.
C. Fiduciary Funds
Trust and Agency Funds - these funds are used to account for assets held by the
School District in a fiduciary capacity for various purposes including student act-
ivities funds. Receipts and expenditures of each fund are governed by statutes or
local law.
D. General Long-term Debt - Account Group
This group is used to account for the outstanding principal balances of general
obligation bonds or notes.
Budget
:
The School District's budget represents functional appropriations as authorized by
annual or special School District meetings. The School Board may transfer funds
between operating categories as they deemed necessai^.
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Cvrtlflttd PuWk Account»rtt»
NEWMARKET SCHOOL DISTRICT
Notes to Financial Statements
;. Changes In Long-term Debt:
Bonds payable - July 1, 198A $ 50,000
Less: bonds retired ^^'OQO
Bonds payable - June 30, 1985 $ 25,000
Bonds payable at June 30, 1985 are comprised of the following
individual issues:
General Obligation Bonds:




General Obligation Bonds are direct obligations of the School District
for which
its full faith and credit are pledged, and are payable from taxes levied on
all
taxable property located within District boundaries.
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of June 30, 1985
in-
cluding interest pyaments of $850 are as follows:
Year Ended June 30,
1986 $ 25,425
Total $ 25,425
5. Expendable Trust Funds:
The expendable trust funds (capital reserve funds) at June 30, 1985 total $121,848
which are being held for the expansion of school facilities.
5. Operating Leases:
The following represent the material leases of the School District which are 1 year
or less:
Bus Contract $ 49,680
Building Rent $ 12,000
This represents disclosure for fiscal year ended June 30, 1^86.
7. Net Cash Resources:
State statute now requires that school lunch fund balance not exceed three times
the average monthly requirements. The fund balance in Newmarket's lunch program
at June 30, 1985 is $29,066. Newmarket's average monthly expense for fiscal year
ended June 30, 1985 was $7,109, times three the amount would be $21,327. Newmar-
ket's fund balance thus exceeds that allowed by state statute.
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NEWMARKET SCHOOL DISTRICT
Notes to Financial Statements
8. SAU Withdrawal:
The Newmarket School District will be withdrawing from SAU # 14 effective June 30,
1986. It is not possible at this time to determine the financial impact this will
have on the District.
It should also be noted that the District also has a financial interest in the net
fixed assets of SAU K 1^4. The value of that interest is also not known at this time.
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EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 0]>]9
Newmarket School Board
Newmarket School District
Newmarket, New Hampshire 03857
Dear Board Members:
We have examined the financial statements of the Newmarket School District for the
year ended June 30, 1985, and have issued oxir report thereon dated November 1, 1985.
As a part of our examination we reviewed and tested the District's system of internal
accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to evaluate the system as re-
quired by generally accepted auditing standards. Under these standards the purpose of
such Evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance thereon in determining the nature,
timing and extent of other auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an
opinion on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable but not absolute
assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use or disposi-
tion and the reliability of financial records for preparing financial statements and
maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes
that the cost of a system of internal accounting control should not exceed the benefits
derived and also recognizes that the evaluation of these factors necessarily requires
estimates and judgements by those managing the District's affairs.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the potential
effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In the performance of
most control procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of instructions,
mistakes of judgement, carelessness or any other of several factors. Control proced-
ures whose effectiveness depends upon segregation of duties can be circumvented in-
tentionally by those managing the District's affairs with respect to the estimates and
judgements required in the preparation of financial statements.
Further projection of any evaluation of internal accounting control to futxare periods
is subject to the risk that the procedures may become Inadequate because of changes
in conditions and that the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation of the School District's system of internal accounting control
for the year ended June 30, 1985, which was made for the purpose set forth in the first
paragraph above, would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system. However,
such study and evaluation disclosed the following conditions that we believe should be
corrected as soon as possible.
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NEWMARKET SCHOOL DISTRICT
Internal Accounting Control Recommendations
For Year Ended June 30, 1985
Previously Mentioned Recommendations:
Outside Services (School & SAU)
Payments made to Individuals concerning personal services should be accounted for on a
calendar year basis. This is the responsibility of the payer to account for payments
in excess of $600.00 to any one individual in a particular calendar year.
These payments are reported on federal tax forms titled 1099 (similar to W-2 proded-
ures). These outside services would apply to such persons as athletic officials and
any other person who receives $600.00 or more in any one calendar year.
General Ledger System (SAU)
All transactions for the School District should be maintained on a modified accrual
basis, (general fund) as required by the New Hampshire Financial Accounting Handbook.
This would mean that cash receipts, cash disbursements, accounts receivable and
accounts payable should be recorded on a consistent basis when supplying financial
reports to the School Board. A double-entry system is needed to conform with these
recommendations
.
Failure to record receivables and payables as part of the report distorts the fund
balance of the School District. This can cause over or under spending and lead to poor
management decisions. Therefore, a full report should be established in conjunction
with the computer to provide such financial report.
Another financial reporting consideration is the programming of the computer report to
conform with the State's MS 25 requirements. This would mean applicable sub-totals for
certain categories as required by the Financial Accounting Handbook mentioned above.
This would save a great deal of time at the end of the year. We would be glad to assist
you in this area if it is needed.
Policy of Controlling Fixed Assets (School & SAU)
The School District does not maintain records of general fixed assets as a matter of
policy. These assets would consist of such items as: land, buildings, furniture and
fixtures, equipment, vehicles, etc. The recording of fixed assets fulfills the stew-
ardship needs to provide for physical and dollar value control, and establishes account-
ability for capital expenditures over the years.
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be determined on an
accrual basis for the purpose of measuring total costs of the School District's ser-
vices and evaluating the efficiency of programs. This would be particularly true with
the food service fund.
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School Lunch Program (School)
The School lunch program is a very active financial program within the School system.
Yet, no accounting system of control over its operation is in effect at this time.
Hence, we cannot be certain that the students are being charged the proper cost for
their respective lunches. A ticket system would resolve this problem and make the
program more responsible for its revenues arid expenses. In addition, much of the lunch
activity is not documented. We recommend the installation of a cash register in order
to differentiate between regular, adult, reduced arid miscellaneous lunches. Then total
cash sales and ticket count could be reconciled with the tray count. In the case of
"charge lunches" a list could be maintained by the register operator, which would be
turned over to management for follow up.
Long-term Debt (Treasurer and SAU)
In performing our audit procedures on long-term debt group of accounts, it came to our
attention that the coupon book had not been brought up to date since August of 1981.
It is imperative from a control standpoint that the coupon book be kept up to date at
all times.
Net Cash Resources (SAU)
New state statutes require that each School District's school lunch balances not exceed
three times its monthly average expenditures for the fiscal year. Newmarket School Dis-
trict is not in compliance with that statute.
Additional Recommendations: " .' V
Activities Funds (SAU, School Board, Treasurer)
The activity funds at the Schools are under the care and custody of the School Board. It
is their responsibility to see that the funds are properly collected, expended, record-
ed and secured.
Currently, the activity funds are being used as an "advance" fund for general fund dis-
bursements. Checks are written through an activity fund account and later reimbursed by
the general fund. These funds are privately owned and should not be used for other than
the intentions of the activity or class.
We reconmend that the School Board maintain tighter control over the operation of these
funds. Also, many banks are paying interest on these type accounts. This account is
currently not earning any interest.
Purchasing/Receiving (School, SAU, School Board)
Proof of receipt of goods or services is an area which merits attention. When invoices
are paid, most are approved for payments by the principal. However, there is seldom an
indication on the invoice or the attached paperwork indicating proof of receipt of the
goods. If the principal's signature on the invoice is serving a dual purpose, acknow-
ledging receipt of goods and approving payment, then let the District reduce that policy
to writing. Otherwise, we recommend that all goods and services receiving by the Dis-
trict be acknowledged by a responsible officials signatxire or a receiving or packing
report. This documentation should then be matched up with an invoice, paid and jointly
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filed in a paid, invoice file. The SAU employees should be made aware of the policy
adopted.
Fixed Assets (School Board, SAU)
An issue arose during the 1985 fiscal year relative to the acquisition some years ago
of a parcel of land from the housing authority. It seems as though the local housing
authority sold land to the District without obtaining permission from federal housing
and' urban development - HUD. Should a legal question arise as to ownership of this
land, considering all circumstances, the District may not be in a controlling position.
HUD is currently offering to clarify this issue for all parties. We suggest the Dis-
trict investigate its ownership and legal position relative to this issue.
At this time we would like to thank everyone Involved in the audit for their coopera-
tion. If we may be of further assistance or if you have emy questions regarding our
report, or this letter, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Very truly yours.
Giordan! & Lortie, Prof. Assn.
Certified Public Accountants
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Walter M. Wajda, Jr.
Thelma M. Palmer
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Ralph Francis Whelihan IV
Malorie Ann Cotton







Rachel Elyse Ann Lang
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Date of
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REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF NEWMARKET, N.H.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1985
Date of Place of
Death Death
September
5 Exeter, N.H.
16 Fremont, N.H.
30 Portsmouth, N.H.
October
19 Portland, Maine
19 Newmarket, N.H.
17 Exeter, N.H.
27 Exeter, N.H.
November
4 Brentwood, N.H.
6 Exeter, N.H.
7 Manchester, N.H.
10 Exeter, N.H.
23 Exeter, N.H.
December
15 Boston, Mass.
Place of
Burial
Riverside
Arlington, Va.
Calvary
Calvary
Calvary
Calvary
Dartmouth, N.H.
Calvary
Calvary
Riverside
Fremont, N.H.
Calvary
Name and Surname
of Deceased
Charles Franklin Ramsdell
William Lockwood
Geraldine Mona Flynn
Helen Sharpies
John Peter Sklarski
Romeo Charles Loiselle
Edna Lea Ferland
Blanche Richardson
Tricia Kleczek
Alice G. Thompson
Frederick L. Beale
Carroll R. West
Karol Frank Gonet
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